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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



1.1 Nature and Purpose



Previous studies in the area of project management have



tended to focus on a few select variables; being concerned



with single types of projects; and utilizing relatively small



sample populations. The result of this is that the studies



,are fragmentary, many are redundant, and that while many



particulars have been studied little has been done in the



way of formulating a complete theory of project effective


ness.



In general, research methodologies may be selective,



following the "other things being equal" philosophy, or



wholistic, attempting to explain multi-dimensional phenomena.



Utilizing the selective philosophy, statements have been made



and theories constructed concerning project effectiveness.



Following the contrary philosophy, a whole new set of



questions arises. So treated, there is a paucity of truly



wholistic theory, and the need for meaningful statements.



For such reasons, the objective of this study was not 

restricted to the investigation of selected variables, but 

designed to include as many variables as possible -- within 

reason -- which are important to project effectiveness. 

Specifically, the purpose of this study was to determine the 

interactions of numerous project characteristics with partic


ular reference to project performance.



1
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1.2 Methodology



To obtain the data necessary to fulfill this purpose, a



detailed questionnaire was developed containing 206* response



items. The instrument was designed to include those variables



which had been indicated by previous research as determinants



of success; those suggested as determinants during interview



and pretest stages; 
and those suggested by general management



theory and research.



The instrument was directed to 3408 individuals who had



had direct project management experience. The survey was re


stricted to a single, recently completed project in which the



respondent had been directly' involved.



The 646 usable responses represented a variety of indus


tries (34% manufacturing, 22% construction, 17% government,



and 27% services, transportation and others). The respondents



themselves had been directly involved in the particular pro


ject they chose to describe in their questionnaire. Of the



total sample, 50% had been the project manager, 31% had been



in other positions on the project team, and another 10% had



been the project manager's superior. About one-third of the



projects were described as being public in nature, and the



remaining two-thirds 
as being in the private sector. 
 The



types of contracts or agreements involved included cost plus



fixed fee(32%), in-house work orders 
(28%), fixed price (21%),



and fixed price with incentive (14%). The major activity or



*The instrument contained 177 items; 
 the remaining 29 were


derived from combinations of the reported data.
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end product involved in the projects included construction



(43%), hardware or equipment (22%), new processes or software



(14%), and studies, services and tests (11%).



1.3 	 Analysis



To achieve the purpose of the study the data were



analyzed in seven ways. These analyses were conducted in two



major partitions: the first utilizing raw data, the second



utilizing factored data. With the raw data, variance, corre


lation, and factor analysis techniques were used. One of the



results of a factor analysis is a set of factor scores. With



these factor scores, variance, correlation, regression, and



path analysis techniques were used.



The various statistical analyses yield immediate 
 con


clusions regarding determinants of project success. More



important, however, are conclusions based upon the analyses



when considered collectively. When so considered, more general



and more important conclusions can be formulated. In this



chapter such conclusions are presented.



1.4 	 Complexity



A significant aspect of this study has been the large



number of statistically significant relationships uncovered.



Of the 206 individual questionnaire items, 82 were found to



be correlated with success at the .001 level; 18 were signi


ficant at the .01 level; and an additional 16 were signifi


cant at the .05 level. While this does not, in and of itself,



describe the extent to which the various items affect success,



it does tell us that they are related to success in some way.
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Utilizing the correlation coefficients as indicators of



the strength of relationship, 15 items were found to strongly



affect success, 34 tended to affect success, and 25 appeared



to b6 associated with success.



In an attempt to simplify the data, factor analysis was



utilized. Normally, factor analysis yields only a few under


lying dimensions of the data being studied. In this analysis,



however, 32 independent and significant factors were uncovered.



Correlation analysis indicated that all but two were signifi


cantly related to success. Multiple regression illustrated



the multi-variate nature of success and path analysis de


lineated the interactive nature of these factors as deter


minants of success.



Based on the number of significant relationships un


covered, it is concluded that



Project Management is a complex mechanism



containing numerous variables of signifi


cance to project success. There is no



simple approach to insure project effec


tiveness. Many factors contribute to



project success.



The most convincing direct proof of this conclusion was



shown in the multiple regression analysis (Section 4.33) , in



which project success was treated as the dependent variable



and all the other factors were treated as independent vari


ables. This analysis showed that at least seven factors made



significant, independent contributions to project success,



clearly indicating that a successful project outcome is



multiply caused, not simply caused.



The multiple regression revealed that, with rare excep
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tion, the determinants of project success were management



factors, things which management had the potential ability



to influence, such as Coordination and Relations, Adequacy of



Project Structure and Control,.Success Criteria Clarity and



Concensus and (minimization of) Competitive and Budgetary



Pressure. This suggests that less controllable factors such



as legal-political difficulties, the on-going nature of the



parent organization and the behavior of the client need not



necessarily be fatal obstacles to the success of a well-'



managed project, nor are they factors which can, by their 

presence or absence, make a success of a poorly managed pro


ject. On most projects, then,



a) 	 the determinants of success are multiole


in number, and



b) 	 many success determinants are factors


which lie within the control of those


who 	 are managing the project.



1.5 Success and Failure



Given the numerous determinants of success identified,



F-test analys'is of variance was used to analyze the ways in



which the determinants worked. It was found that the deter


minants could be classified into three groupings:'



1) those which tend to cause failure;

2) those which'tend to improve success; and


3) those which are linearly related -- that is, are



a) capable of either improving success or


b) contributing to failure.



The first two groupings suggest that the presence of



negative determinants will tend to cause failure, but that



their absence will not be sufficient conditions for success.



Further, the presence of positive determinants are necessary



conditions for success, but will not insure against failure.
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This implies that there are four possible states of



project management, only one of which will assure that the



potential success of a project is realized. 
 This is depicted



in Figure 1.1.



Figure 1.1



CONDITIONS FOR PROJECT SUCCESS



POSITIVE DETERMINANTS



present absent 

ND 
E E 
G T absent 

SUCCESS 
is most 

neither success 
nor failure can 

A E 
TR 

likely be predicted 

IM 
VI 
E N neither FAILURE 
A success nor is most 
N 
T 

present failure can 
be predicted 

likely 

S 

Given the above, it is concluded that:



To achieve the potential success.



of a project it is necessary to both



a) encourage positive determinants,



and simultaneously b) discourage



negative determinants.
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While this" conclusion-is not particularly startling it



is nonetheless worthy of note. It becomes more meaningful



when considered in terms of specifics drawn from the analysis



of the data'. For example, a high degree of team spirit on



the project team, good coordination and rapport between the



project team, the client and the parent organization and



adequate administrative, social and technical skills on the



part of the project manager are ingredients often assumed to



be highly related to project success. The analysis shows,



however, that while the absence of these ingredients predicts



project failure, their presence insures only mediocrity, not



success. Success on the other hand, requires avoidance of



the failure factors, plus the building in of ingredients such



as appropriate project team structure, adequate control pro


cedures and a commitment to budgets, schedules and performance



goals that is shared by the client, the project team and the



parent organization. The situation is analogous -to Frederick



Hertzberg's discovery about worker performance, namely that



certain factors, such as favorable working conditions lead to



an absence of worker dissatisfaction, but other kinds of



factors, such as opportunity for responsibility and achieve


ment, are necessary to bring about positive worker motivation.1



Our findings about the management of projects echo those of



Hertzberg on the management of people. Both findings reveal



the multi-dimensional nature of the management task: many



IFrederick Hertzberg, "One More Time: 
 How Do You Motivate


Employees", Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb, 1968.





positive determinants must be attained, but many negative



determinants must simultaneously be avoided.



1.6 Management Techniques



Clearly, it must be concluded that there is no simple



way of insuring the success of a project. In practice, how


ever, uni-variate approaches have been proposed. It was found,



in this study, however, that whenever used, these often create



more problems than they solve.



For example, it appears that the area of project manage


ment is overly-fond of PERT-CPM. The analysis (see Section



4.4), however, shows that PERT-CPM techniques contribute



relatively little to success when compared to other deter


minants. In some cases, it was found that PERT-CPM techniques



were over-used and over-detailed, creating excessive control



and thus tending to detract from project effectiveness. In



other cases, over-reliance on PERT-CPM occurred to the extent



that other important considerations were being neglected,



again detracting from potential success.



Another example concerns the increasing emphasis within



the Department of Defense and within many corporations on the



creation of elaborate and detailed reporting and -control



systems for managing efforts under their direction. The



current analysis has revealed the importance of adequate



structure and control systems, but has also shown that ex


cessive systems clearly detract from success by causing



excessive delays, red-tape, superficial reports, and in
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adequate information flows.



It can be seen from such examples that over-reliance



and over-use of any single or restricted set of project



management techniques may likely



1) create adverse conditions 

2) cause negative determinants to be tolerated 

rather than reduced, and 

3) cause neglect in creating the positive 

determinants necessary for achieving 

potential success. 

It is therefore concluded that:



The usefulness of project management tech


niques lie in their judicious use. The



limitations of techniques used must be



recognized and considered. Appropriate



techniques must be used in concert.



1.7 Project Management As A System



Section 4.4 of the analysis is concerned with the



development of a path model depicting the interrelationships



among factors as they contribute to project success. The



model derived illustrates the complexity of the project



management system and attempts to detail the conclusion of



Section 1.4. 
 While the model itself is a conclusion of



sorts, it further implies considerations of a more general



nature.
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1.71 Projects have long been recognized as "systems," and



have been managed by systems concepts. Indeed, systems man


agement was formulated from the management of projects. How


ever, the current analysis indicates that the process of pro


ject management is itself a system. It is felt important to



note and to distinguish between the actual project and the



management of the project in this regard. It is concluded



that:



Project Management is itself a complex



system, and only when so considered can



optimal managerial techniques be developed



and utilized effectively.



1.72 As developed in Section 4.4, the path analysis supports



the contention that there are three general groupings of vari


ables central to the success of projects: External, Discre


tionary, and Output. As these groupings are not mutually



exclusive they form six categories of determinants:



I. EXTERNAL factors are those over which there is 

little or no control; typically these describe 

pre-existant conditions. 

II. PROCESS/EXTERNAL factors are external or pre

determined to the specific project effort, but 

discretionary in the larger system. 

III. PROCESS factors are essentially discretionary -

specific to the effort. 

IV. OUTPUT/PROCESS factors represent both end

product and facilitating characteristics. 



V. OUTPUT factors are end-products of the specific



project effort, they are consequent to the pro


cess.



VI. The SUCCESS factor assesses the project output.



EXTERNAL 

OUTPUT 
SUCCESS 

DISCRETIONARY 

Considering the above, it is concluded that: 

The factors affecting the success of projects



include factors over which little or no manage


ment control is possible, discretionary factors



which can be controlled either within the pro


ject effort itself or in the larger system, and



end products which serve as the basis for the



determination of degree of success.
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1.73 In reviewing the nature of the factors included in the



path model it is noted that the factors refer to three dis


tinct time periods. Factors such as 
"Parent Size" and "Parent



5-Year Growth" occur prior to the commencement of a project.



Such variables as "Initial Over-optimism" and "Buy-In Strategy"



also refer to prior time frames. Factors such as "Start-up



Difficulties" are determined at the commencement of the pro


ject. 
 During the project such factors and variables as



"Project Manager Authority and Influence" and "Control Tech


niques" are established.



Considering the time frames associated with'the various



factors and variables, it is concluded that:



Many determinants of success are established



prior to the time period during which a project



is conducted. As a result, the potential success



of a project is partially established prior to its



undertaking.



1.74 Throughout the analyses many variables were identified



which were determined by agents external to the project team.



Among these are factors determined by the client (eg., "Client



Contact's Authority and Influence" and "Difficulty Coordinating



With Client"); and those determined by the parent (eg., Bureau


cracy" and "Ease of Coordination"). 

Considering the parties involved with the determination



of the various factors and variables, it is concluded that:
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Many potentials for success or lack of success



are partially established by parties external to the



project team. As a result, the potential success



of a project partially is established by agents



external to the project team. The influence



of the project manager and project team is



therefore limited.



1.8 Contingency



The path diagram begins to provide insight into an area



of knowledge about project management that is seriously under


developed: 
 the management of projects under various conditions.



Knowledge about the "contingency" management of projects would



enable the practitioner to know the ways in which Project A,



being conducted within a given environment, for a given type



of client, under a given set of conditions, should be organized



and managed differently from Project B, being conducted within



a different environment, for a different type of client, under



a different set of conditions.



What aspects of management need to be stressed under one



set of project conditions, and what different aspects need to



be emphasized under another set of conditions? The answers



to this question are not yet available. Indeed, to our



knowledge, no researcher or practitioner has yet identified



and classified what the importantly different kinds of con


ditions are. While not complete or comprehensive, the path



analysis begins to identify some of the important contin
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gencies and, in general ways, what kinds of management response



would be appropriate under each.



For example, an 
 adverse "Legal Political Environment",



one of the "external" factors in the path analysis, has 
 a



strongly negative effect on project success. However, the



path diagram shows that legal-political difficulties affect



success not directly, but rather indirectly, through their



strong determining effect on such factors as 
 "Public Relations



Environment", "Initial Over-optimism", "Buy-in Strategy" and



(lack of) "Clearly Established Success Criteria". Given a



condition of legal-political difficulties, then, the prac


titioner is well-advised to place special emphasis on es


tablishing and maintaining an effective public relations pro


gram, on avoidance, if possible, of the "buy-in" negotiating



strategy, on the avoidance of over-optimism and on the es


tablishment of measurable, unambiguous success criteria.



For another example, initial over-optimism tends to



inhibit project success through its adverse effects on



coordination with the client, internal coordination, in


adequate structure and control and lack of project team par


ticipation. These affected areas, then, would require special



attention and emphasis, given a project which had been con


tracted, budgeted and scheduled over-optimistically at the



outset.



As a final example, the path diagram indicates that a



project manager who finds it necessary to operate without



clearly established success criteria would seem to be well
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advised to locate himself in close physical proximity to the



project site, attempt to obtain and maintain a high degree of



authority and influence and to make effective use of control



techniques.



While more complete knowledge about the contingency



management of projects is possible and is needed, it can be



concluded from the present study that:



Adverse environmental or "given" conditions



do not affect project success directly, but



may be seen as affecting success through



their influence on other intervening con


ditions and management processes. An



adverse environmental or given condition



can therefore be avoided or overcome through



astute identification of those factors which



it does tend to affect directly, and through



effective management action on those factors.



1.9 Determinants of Success



As explained in Section 3.5, various analyses were con


ducted, each for differing reasons. To ascertain those vari


ables most critical to the success of projects it was



necessary to consider the separate analyses simultaneously



to form such conclusions. 

It is concluded that:



The major variables which affect the success



of projects include:
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Project Manager



o commitment to project goals



o authority and influence



o task orientation 

o administrative skill



o human skill 

o technical skill 

o early and continued involvement 

o participation in goal setting and


criteria specification



Project Team



o capabilities 

o commitment to goals 

o participation in 

goal setting



setting budgets and schedules



major decision-making



problem solving



o early and continued involvement 

o "sense of mission" 

o structural flexibility 

Parent Organization



o coordinative efforts 

o structural flexibility 

o effective strategic planning 

o rapport maintenance 

o adaptability to change 
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o past experience



o external buffering



o prompt and accurate communications



o enthusiasm



o project contributes to parent capabilities



Client Organization



o coordinative efforts



o rapport maintenance



o establishment of reasonable and specific


goals and criteria



o change procedures



o prompt and accurate communication



o commitment 

o. lack of red-tape 

o prompt decision-making 

o influence and authority of contact



Managerial Techniques



o judicious, and adequate but not


excessive use of planning, con

trol, and communication systems.



Pre-Conditions



o clearly established specifications and design



o realistic schedules



o realistic cost estimates



o avoidance of buy-ins



o avoidance of over-optimism
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o 	 favorable interface with legal-political 
environment 

o conceptual clarity



1.10 	 Implications



Based upon the previous conclusions it is apparent that



the Client, Parent, and Project Organizations can influence



the success of project efforts. The results of this study



have specific implications for each of these organizations.



1.101 Client Organization -- To create positive determinants



of success and to diminish negative determinants it is con


sidered th-at the Client Organization and/or Principal Client



Contact should:



o Encourage openness and honesty from the


start from all participants.



o Create an atmosphere that encourages healthy,


but not cut-throat, competition or "liars"


contests.



o 	 Plan for adequate funding to complete the


entire project.



o 	 Develop clear understandings of the relative 
importance of cost, schedule, and technical

performance goals.


o Seek to minimize direct public participation


and involvement.



o 	 Develop short and informal lines of communi

cation and flat organizational structures.



" Delegate sufficient authority to the principal


client contact and let him promptly approve


or reject important project decisions.



o Reject "buy-ins."



o Make prompt decisions regarding contract


award or go-ahead.
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o Develop close, but not meddling, working relation

ships with project participants.



o Avoid arms-length relationships.



o Avoid excessive reporting schemes.



o Make prompt decisions regarding changes.



1.102 Parent Organization -- To create positive determinants



of success and to diminish negative determinants it is considered



that the Parent Organization and/or Principal Parent contact



should:



o Select, at an early point, a project manager with


a proven track record of technical skills, human


skills, and administrative skills (in that order)


to lead the project team.



o Develop clear and workable guidelines for the


project manager.



o Delegate sufficient authority to the project


manager and let him make important decisions


in conjunction with his key project team


members.



o 	 Demonstrate enthusiasm for and commitment to


the project and the project team.



o 	 Develop and maintain short and informal lines


of communication with the project manager.



o Avoid excessive pressure on the project manager


to win the contract.



o Avoid arbitrarily slashing or ballooning the



project team's cost estimates.



o Avoid "buy-ins."



o Develop close, but not meddling, working rela

tionships with the principal client contact


and the project manager.



1.103 Project Organization -- To create positive determinants



of success and to diminish negative determinants it is con
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sidered that the Project Manager and/or Project Team should:



,o Insist upon the right to select his own key project


team members.



o 	 Select key project team members with proven track


records in their area of expertise.



o 	 Develop commitment and a sense of mission from the


outset among project team members.



o 	 Seek sufficient authority and a projectized


form of organizational structure.



o Coordinate frequently and constantly reinforce 
good relationships with the client, the parent,


and the team.



o Seek to enhance the public's image of the


project.



o Call upon key project team members to assist in


decision-making and problem solving.



" Develop realistic cost, schedule, and technical


performance estimates and goals.


o,Develop back-up strategies and systens in an

ticipation of potential problems.



o Develop an appropriate, yet flexible and flat,

project team organization structure.



o Seek to maximize influence over people and key

decisions even though formal authority may not


be sufficient.



o Employ a workable and candid set of project


planning and control tools.



o Avoid pre-occupation with, or over-reliance


upon, one type of project control tool.



o Constantly stress the importance of meeting cost,

schedule and technical performance goals.



o 	 Generally, give highest priority to achieving the


technical performance mission or function to


be performed by the project end-item.



o Keep changes under control.



o Seek to find ways of assuring the job security

of effective project team membets.
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o Plan for an orderly phase-out of the project.



1.104 Future Research --
The primary purpose of this research



was to investigate the determinants of project success in



non-NASA projects. While many determinants of project mission



success were identified, a somewhat unsettling finding was



that effective cost performance was not uniformly associated



with mission success. 
 In fact, the data revealed that



mission-successful projects more often than not show a cost



overrun, often a very substantial one. Questionnaire data



provided by respondents during the study (most of whom were



project managers) showed, furthermore, that project success



tends strongly to be defined as adequacy of technical per

formance and not as adequacy of cost performance. Factor 

analysis of the data revealed that technical performance



and cost performance were independent factors, with only



technical performance being strongly and positively related



to overall project success.



Although the study covered a wide range of project



types, ranging from construction projects to software de


velopment, the phenomenon uncovered, namely the low priority



given to cost performance, is one of particular note for those



managers who are becoming increasingly concerned about find


ing ways of improving cost performance without downgrading



confidence in mission success.



While it tended to be true that cost overruns were
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associated with mission-successful projects, this was not



universally the case. The large existing data bank, con


taining quantified descriptions of more than 670projects,



includes many projects which were both mission-successful



and cost-control effective. It appears reasonable, there


fore, that future research be conducted to determine those



organizational factors and managerial actions that differ


entiate projects which are both cost and mission effective



from those that are not.



To further the understanding of factors leading to



combined cost-mission effectiveness of project management,



and to facilitate the transfer of this knowledge into im


proved practices, future research should be conducted with



the 	 following kinds of questions in mind:



i. 	 What mix of organizational and management factors



leads to mission success on projects where costs



are effectively controlled? What is the relative



importance of each of these factors and what im


portant interrelationships exist between these



factors?



2. 	What factors most commonly lead to cost overrun



and upon what do these factors, in turn, depend?



Which of these factors are most readily subject



to management control? In what ways can the



"givens" (relatively uncontrollable factors



which tend to have adverse effects on costs) be



dealt with effectively? What organization
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designs and management strategies were employed



on projects which did not show cost overruns



despite adverse circumstances?



3. 	 What are the differences in organizational and 

management profiles among projects which have 

each of the four outcome patterns, A, B, C and 

D shown below? 

Mission Success



High Low



Cost Control High A C



Effectiveness Low B D



A comparison of outcome patterns A, B and C will



be of particular importance to future research



efforts since the aim would be to distinguish



project management techniques which lead to



combined cost and mission success from those



which lead to mission success at the expense



of cost overrun on the one hand,- and cost



performance at the expense of mission success



on the other.



Research conducted by methods designed to answer the



above questions and to reveal determinants and interrela


tionships which were not anticipated by the present analysis
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will yield a revised model having direct policy and action



implications for the management of both NASA and non-NASA



programs and projects.





II. PERSPECTIVES ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT



Recent literature in the field of project management



includes the usual prescriptive articles, individual case



experiences, and some research reports. 
 Even the systematic



research studies tend more often than not to be limited to



studies of projects in.particular industries or governmental



agencies. 
 Moreover, most project management research has 

ignored external environmental factors in searching for ex

planations of project success or failure. 
 The present study



has attempted to reach conclusions of more general value by



including projects from a wide range of settings as well as



by including an array of environmental variables.



2.1 Selected Variables Affecting Project Success



The present study owes much to those previous researches



which, taken as 
 a whole, indicate the large quantity and



variety of variables which can affect project success. 
 The



multiplicity and wide ranging nature of the determinants of



project success 
 is shown clearly by the following examples



of determinants identified by previous researches. 
 For each



example, the success determinant is listed in the left-hand



column and a brief summary of the research is given in the



right-hand column: 

Type of Project Organization Projects in which administrative 
(for R&D work) 

personnel report to the.project 

manager are less likely to have 

cost or schedule overruns. 1 

1Donald G. Marquis and David M. Straight, Organizational

Factors in Project Performance, Washington, D. C.: 
 National


Aeronautics and Space Administration, July 25, 1965.
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Type of Project Organization 
 
(for R&D work)



Combinations of 
 
Structure and Tools


(for R&D work) 
 

"...A hybrid form is the best



possible option. Total project



organizations or functional



organizations are inferior to



the compromise form in which



there is a small project team



and more than half of the tech


nical personnel remain in their



functional departments. Such



an organization is more likely



to achieve technical excellence,



and, at the same time, to meet



the cost and schedule deadlines."
2



"A functional organization that



does not use PERT and does a great



deal of subcontracting is more



likely to overrun its cost and



schedule deadline. A project



team which uses PERT and does



very little subcontracting should



have no trouble meeting its



deadlines.



However, we also discovered that



projects organized on a functional



2Donald G. Marquis, "A Project Team & PERT = 
 Success. Or


Does It?" Innovation, Number Five; 1969, pp. 26-33.
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basis produce better technical



results. This would indicate that



the best organization for R&D



efforts is a basically functional


structure, with a small pro


ject team that uses PERT or some



other sophisticated planning



technique."3



Additional work by Rubin and Seelig indicates that with



respect to:



Competitive Environment "...Sole source projects achieve 
(for R&D work) 

higher levels of technical per

formance than competitive pro
"4 

jects. 

Priority Assigned "...The higher the level of 
(for R&D work) 

(internal) priority the better 

the technical performance."
5 

Experience of "...Level of experience has no


Project Manager



" 6
(for R&D work) direct effect on performance.



Subcontracting "The more you subcontract, the


(for R&D work)



31bid.



41rwin M. Rubin and Wyckham Seelig, "Experience as a Factor


in the Selection and Performance of Project Managers", IEEE


Transactions in Engineering and Management, Vol. EM-14, No. 3,


September, 1967.



5Ibid.



6 1bid. 
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lower the technical performance



of the project. Contrary to our



expectations, percent subcontract



is unrelated to cost and schedule


7



performance."



Anthony found that with respect to:



Implementation of Controls 
 
(in industrial research


organizations) 
 

Teamwork 
 
(unmanned NASA projects)



"There is no necessary relation



between the type of control



devices that are used and the de


gree of control that actually



exists. The effectiveness of



the device depends as much upon



the way it is used as upon the


8



device itself."
 

"Lunar Orbiter benefited from a



strong sense of teamwork within



both the customer and contractor



organizations and in their rela


tions with each other. Surveyor



was handicapped by the lack of



an equivalent sense of teamwork,



particularly in the early years



of the program. Senior management



71rwin Rubin, "Factors in the Performance of R and D


Projects", 20th National Conference on the Administration of


Research, Denver: Denver Research Institute, The University of


Denver, p. 69.



8R. N. Anthony, Management Controls in Industrial Research


Organizations, Boston: Harvard University Graduate School of


Business Administration, 1952.
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was committed to full support of



the Lunar Orbiter project and was



personally involved in overall



direction as both the'NASA field



center and in the prime con


tractor's organization. There



was far less support and involve


ment in the case of Surveyor."
'9



Maintaining Original "The Lunar Orbiter experience 
Objectives 
(unmanned NASA projects) bears out the positive value of 

commitment throughout all organi

zations involved in a project to 

fulfilling objectives within a 

set time and specified resource 

limits. Lunar Orbiter managers



were dedicated to-building and



flying the original hardware



design while restricting change



to the minimum. The Surveyor



and Centaur experiences, con


versely, illustrate that'if you



do not control change, you can



expect sciedule delays and cost



escalation. "10



9 Erasmus H. Kloman, Unmanned Space Project Management -

Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter, a Report Prepared by the National


Academy of Public Administration and sponsored by the National


Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D. C.: U. S.


Government Printing Office, 1972.



10Ibid.
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Environment 
 "From a management viewpoint, the

(unmanned-NASA projects)


greatest contrast between the


Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter pro

jects was the nature of the


relationships of participating


organizations, or what might be


called the institutional environ

ment. For Surveyor, there was


an unusual degree of conflict


and friction between Headquarters,


JPL and the prime contractor.


For Lunar Orbiter, harmony and


teamwork prevailed. Institutions


and people worked together in a


1 1

spirit of mutual respect."
 

Informal Relationships 	 "No formal arrangements 
 can



replace the dynamic system of



personal and informal relations



developed by key members of the



project team to meet that pro

12
 


ject's particular needs."



2.2 	Limitations of Project Management Research



In addition to suggesting the diversity and multiplicity



llIbid.



12Richard L. Chapman, with the assistance of Robert H.

Pontious and Lewis B. Barnes, Project and Program Management in


NASA: The System and the Men, Washington, D. C.: National


Academy of Public Administration, 1971.
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of factors that influence project success, the foregoing



examples indicate two important limitations of most project



management research studies to date. First, in most studies,



as in most of the above examples, factors affecting project



success are treated one at a time rather than in combination.



The effects of multiple factors, considered simultaneously



rather than in laboratory-like isolation from each other, are



seldom investigated or discussed. Interdependencies between



factors bearing on success are rarely discussed in the pro


ject management literature, nor is the possibility that some



factors may have indirect rather than direct effects on pro


ject success. The assumption underlying most studies seems



to be that each determining factor, whether it be teamwork,



subcontracting, type of project structure, or whatever, has a



simple and direct causal effect on project success. Certain



of the analytic techniques used in the present study, notably



multiple regression and path analysis, represent departures



from the limited viewpoint that success is determined by



factors acting simply, directly and one-at-a-time.



The second limiting aspect of most studies to date is



that they fail to take a "contingency" approach to the study



of project management. In this respect, project management



research has lagged behind the general field of organizational



theory, wherein the contingency concept has become widely



accepted in recent years. The contingency approach is based



on the idea that for an organization to be effective, its



internal functioning must be consistent with the demands of



its external environment, technology, organizational task and
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the needs of its members. Researchers no longer assume that



there is one best way to organize and operate under all con


ditions. Instead, they have tended more and more to examine



the functioning of organizations in relation to the situations



facing them. This approach seems to be leading to the develop


ment of a "contingency theory" of organization with the appro


priate structures and processes of the organization contingent



upon external requirements and member needs.1 3



Three landmark studies support this conclusion. In the



first, Burns and Stalker found important structural differ


ences between the successful firms in two different industries,



a dynamic, changing industry (electronics) and a more estab


lished, stable industry (textiles).14 In the stable industry,



successful firms tended to be what the authors called "mechan


istic". 
 There was more reliance on formal rules and procedures;



decisions were made at higher levels; spans of supervisory



control were narrow. Successful firms in the dynamic industry



were termed "organic", and were characterized-by less formality,



wider spans of control and decision-making at lower organiza


tional levels.



1 3See for example Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch,

Organization and Environment (Homwood, Illinois: 
 Irwin, 1969);

Joan Woodward, Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice


(London: Oxford University Press, 1965); Tom Burns and G. M.


Stalker, The Management of Innovation (London: Tavistock


Publications 1961); 
 Victor H. Vroom, Work and Motivation


(New York: 
 Wiley, 1964); Fred E. Fiedler, A Theory of Leadership

Effectiveness (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967); Arthur N. Turner


and Paul R. Lawrence, Industrial Jobs and the Worker (Boston:

Harvard Business School, 1965).



1 4Burns and Stalker, Ibid.



http:textiles).14


15 
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The second study, conducted by Joan Woodward, showed



that economically successful firms in industries with different



technologies tended to have different organizational structures.



For example, successful firms in industries with unit or job



shop technology had wider spans of supervisory control and



fewer hierarchial levels than did successful firms with con


tinuous process technologies.



In the third study, Lawrence and Lorsch found that



different organizational environments require varying degrees


16
 


of differentiation among the subunits within an organization.
 

Successful organizations in complex, diverse environments, for



example, exhibited a high degree of difference between internal



subunits in terms of subunit structures and attitudes of sub


unit managers. In addition, Lawrence and Lorsch found that



the required kinds and amounts of integrative devices (coordina


tive roles, project teams, information systems, etc.) differed,



depending upon the degree of differentiation that existed within



the organization.



The project management literature is beginning to reflect



the trend toward contingency thinking. Researchers and other



commentators on project management are increasingly answering



questions about appropriate authority systems, management tools



and project organization structures with the response, "It



depends." Benningson, for example, observes that the project



1 5Joan Woodward, Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice



16Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch, Organization and


Environment.
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management system (managers, organization, planning tools,



control tools, information system) exists within several.



1 7
"environmental shells". He suggests that the nature of



these, taken in combination with the degree of priority



assigned to each of several project criteria (time, cost, per


formance, satisfaction, follow-on, spin-off, change), should be



the basis for decisions affecting the design of the project



system. By this approach, he is obviously rejecting the



notion that there is one best way to organize and manage a



project.



More specifically, the subject of authority/control



systems for projects has been treated in a contingency manner



in two recent publications. Steiner and Ryan, based on a



conference conducted with sixteen successful project managers,



suggest that extensive regulation and close supervision of



project performance tends to insure satisfactory performance,



but at the same time tends to inhibit both state-of-the-art



and cost cutting innovations. 1 8 They conclude that close con


trol does work well in instances where higher priority is



placed on producing a conventional product than on pushing the



state-of-the-art. Middleton, discussing the amount of authority



and control possessed by the project manager, observes that



1 7Lawrence Benningson, "The Strategy of Running Temporary


Projects", Innovation, No. 24, 1971, pp. 32-41



18 George A. Steiner and William G. Ryan, Industrial Project


Management (Toronto: Collier-Macmillan Canada, Ltd., 1968),


pp. 145-146.



http:innovations.18
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widevaratios eist19


wide variations exist.1 He notes that some organizations



have found that a project manager can adequately control a pro

ject even though none of the units working on the project re

port directly to him, while other organizations have found the 

opposite to be true. He suggests that-the outcome depends



upon the effectiveness, responsiveness and attitude of the



functional units.



An overall contingency theory relating to organizational



design for project management is beginning to emerge. Jay



Galbraith notes that there is 
 a continuum of organizational



designs, running from pure functional to fully projectized



form, and that the factors that determine choice are the



diversity and rate of change of the product line, inter


dependencies among subunits, level of technology, presence of



economies of scale and organization size.20 Powers and



Dickson express a similar contingency-based view.2 1 They



suggest that different structure and process factors (for



example, use of documentation standards, experience of pro


ject personnel, size of systems staff) are related to different



Success criteria (time, cost, client satisfaction, operational



success), implying that project structures and operating



mechanisms need to be chosen differently, depending on the



19C. J. Middleton, "How to Set Up a Project Organization",


Harvard Business Review, March-April, 1967, pp. 73-82.



2 0Jay R. Galbraith, "Matrix Organization Designs", Business



Horizons, XIV, 1, February, 1971, pp. 29-40.



2lRichard F. Powers and Gary W. Dickson, "MIS Project


Management: Myths, Opinions and Reality", California Manage

ment Review, XV, Spring, 1973, pp. 147-156.
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profile of success criteria desired.



While most writers have merely suggested what variables



need to be considered, some authors have begun to state how



such variables are interrelated. Chapman, for example, con


cludes that a matrix structure works best for (1) small,



inhouse'projects; 
(2) where project duration is two years or



less; (3) where assignments to -technical divisions are mini


mal, and (4) where a field installation has substantial fluc


tuation in the amount of project activity it is handling.2 2
 


He argues that the ,matrix structure begins to lose its flex

ibility on large, long duration projects, and that a more fully



projectized structure is appropriate in these circumstances.



In a similar vein, Wileman suggests a contingency fit between



project organization structure and the kinds of organizations.



involved in the project.2 3 
 He proposes an "internal functional"



structure 
 (project team drawn from functional areas) for



inhouse projects, a matrix structure for projects involving



coordination of several organizations, and project management



via ",contractor support" in instances where most or all of the 

actual operation of the project can be contracted out. Marquis



presents evidence that a functional structure yields higher



technical performance, while project team structure tends to



produce lower technical, but better schedule and cost



2 2Richard L. Chapman,"Project Management in NASA", 
 a

report of The National Academy of Public Administration


Foundation, January, 1973.



23David L. Wileman, "Project Management as a Transferable

Management System", Working Paper'No. 21, Syracuse University,

September, 1969.



http:project.23
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performance.24



Some specific relationships between particular project


control techniques, the nature of the situation in which they


are used, and project success have been suggested. Avots notes


that some techniques may be too sophisticated for the particu

lar use, citing a large construction company which used


elaborate network techniques., issued stacks of computer print


outs on each project, and found that very limited use was


actually made of these data.25 
 Only after a simplified bar



chart technique was introduced could required decisions be


made. 
 Marquis found that use of PERT was not related to tech

nical performance, but was related to better cost and schedule


performance, implying that the utility of the technique de

pends on the importance of particular performance criteria.26



Contingency studies of project management which include


systematic empirical research are few and far between, though


the Marquis and Powers and Dickson studies 
 are notable excep

tion to this rule. Two conclusions seem quite clear, how

ever: 
 (1) that many of project management's most esteemed


and competent commentators are urging that contingency re

search is the way to go, and (2) that the current need is for


more research which shows not just what situation variables,



2 4Donald Marquis, "A Project Team + PERT 
 = Success. 
 Or
Does it?" Innovation, No. 5, 1969, pp. 26-33.


25Ivars Avots, "Why Does Project Management Fail?",
California Management Review, VII, 1, Fall 1969, pP. 77-82.



26Donald Marquis, Op. Cit.



http:criteria.26
http:performance.24
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project structure and process variables and project outcome,



variables 
are interrelated, but how they are interrelated.





III. METHODOLOGY



3.1 Purpose



Previous studies in the area of project management have



tended to focus 
 on a few select variables; being concerned



with single types of projects; and utilizing relatively small



sample populations. 
 The result of this is that the studies



are fragmentary, many are redundant, and that while many



particulars have been studied little has been done in the way



of formulating a complete theory of project effectiveness.



In general, research methodologies may be selective,



following the "other things being equal" philosophy, or



wholistic, attempting to explain multi-dimensional phenomena.



Utilizing the selective philosophy, statements have been made



and theories constructed concerning project effectiveness.



Following the contrary philosophy, a whole new set of questions



arises. So treated, there is 
 a paucity of truly wholistic



theory, and the need for meaningful statements.



For such reasons, the objective of this study was not



restricted to the investigation of selected variables, but



designed to include as 
 many variables as possible -- within



reason --
which are important to project effectiveness.



Specifically., the purpose of this study was to determine the



interactions of numerous project characteristics with particular



reference to project performance.



To fulfill this research objective it was necessary to



consider a large number of variables simultaneously. Further,
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it was necessary for the sample to be quite large and to



represent considerable variation regarding the response items.



To assist in statistical measurement and analysis it was



desireable for all data to be continuous in nature. It was



further necessary for all responses to be varied and compar


able. -These considerations largely dictated instrument de


sign and application as indicated in the following.



3.2 Research.Instrument



To obtain the data necessary to fulfill the purpose of



this study a detailed questionnaire (see Appendix A) was



developed containing 206* response items. In all cases the



questionnaire was directed to an individual who had had direct



project management experience. Additionally, the questions were



restricted to a single, recently completed project. The



instrument was designed to include those variables which had



been indicated by previous research as determinants of success;



those suggested as determinants during interview and pre-test



stages; and those suggested by general management theory and



research.



o Existing and well-known research efforts have


indicated that complexity and change are potentiai


determinants to effectiveness.



o 	 The major variables affecting organizations in


general, as well as organizational effectiveness,


can be classified as either economic, legal,


social, and political.



o 	 Further, these may be either internal or external 
to the effort. 

*The instrument contained 177 items; the remaining 29 were


derived from combinations of the reported data.
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o 	 For all undertakings, the managerial process may


be classified as planning, organization, control,

coordination, and motivation.



o 	 Further, all of these characteristics exist within 
the client, parent, and project organizations. 

Using th-is five dimensional construct 206 instrument items 

were generated. As effectiveness of project management was a 

prime consideration of the study, multiple measures of project



success were constructed. Success may be measured in various



ways. Among these are technical success, schedule and budget



considerations, follow-on and capability build-up, and the



satisfaction of all parties involved. 
 Since success is a



multi-dimensional concept, multiple measures, both objective



and subjective, were included in the instrument.



To insure comparability among the items over a large



number of respondents, Lickert-type scales were utilized for



most response items. The remaining were parametric in nature.



3.3 Sample Population



Data were gathered from 670 respondents. Two such mail


ings were undertaken. 
The first mailing was to 708 members



of the Project Management Institute.* The second mailing



included 2,700 .additional individuals whose-names were also



supplied by the Project Management Institute. The individuals



surveyed were experienced in project management covering a



wide range of public and private projects. These groups of



individuals were selected for two reasons: 
 1) each was



believed to have had direct project management experience;



*Project Management Institute, P.O. Box 43, Drexel Hill, Pa. 19026
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and 2) the types of projects likely to be represented covered



a wide range of characteristics.' Considering the nature and



objectives of this study, these two elements were essential.
 


Six hundred and seventy responses were received from



the mailings, yielding a 46% return for this first mailing



and 12% for the second. Ninety-six percent of the total



responses were useable. The remaining were disregarded for



numerous reasons, the greatest number due to late receipt of



responses. As evidenced by the data, the responses covered a



wide range with regard to all variables included. Particularly,



the range of technical complexity and project size, including



defense and aerospace projects as well as those of a commercial



nature, allows generalization of the findings.



The 646 useable responses represented a variety of indus


tries (34% manufacturing, 22% construction, 17% government,



and 27% services, transportation and other). Most of the



respondents themselves had been directly involved in the



particular project they chose to describe in their question


naire. Of the total sample, 50% had been the project manager,



31% had been in other positions on the project team, and



another 10% had been the project manager's superior. About



one-third of the projects were described as being public in



nature, and the remaining two-thirds as being in the private



sector. The types of contracts or agreements involved in


cluded cost plus fixed fee (32%), in-house work orders (28%),



fixed price (21%), and fixed price with incentive (14%). The



major activity or end product involved in the projects included
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construction (43%), hardware or equipment (22%), new processes



or software (14%), and studies, services and tests (11%).



3.4 Analytic Techniques



The purpose of this study was to determine the inter


actions of numerous project management characteristics, with



particular reference to project success. To achieve this



purpose, the data were analyzed in seven ways. 
 These analyses



were conducted in two major partitions: the first utilizing



raw data, the second utilizing factored data.



Using the raw data, variance, correlation, and factor



analysis techniques were used. One of the results of a



factor analysis is a set of factor scores. Utilizing these



factor scores, variance, correlation, regression, and path



analysis techniques were used. The total analysis may be



summarized as in Figure 3.11 Description of the various tech


niques used follow.



3.41 Correlation



A popular method for determining the relationship of



two variables is correlation analysis. Continuous variables



are suited to this method of analysis. The product-moment



correlation tests for linear association between two variables.



The correlation coefficient (r) indicates the degree of



linearity between the two variables being considered. Further,



the square of r is the proportion of variance in one variable



explained by the other variable. Additionally, a standard



significance test indicates if the observed correlation
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differs significantly from zero.



While correlation is not causal in nature, it specifies



observed surface associations between any two variables. The



correlation coefficient (r) indicates the strength of associ


ation while the significance test indicates if any association



statistically exists. In essence, the correlation analysis



allows us to determine if variables tend to be associated with



each other, and the degree to which they are associated.



3.42 Analysis of Variance



While correlation analysis is a useful way of discovering



that a relationship exists between two variables, it has the



disadvantage that it assumes this relationship to be con


tinuous and linear across the full range of both variables.



Thus, a high correlation between Project Success and some other



variable, say, rapport with client, might mask the fact that



rapport with client was associated more strongly with the



avoidance of project failure than with the attainment of a



high level of project success. Analysis of variance was used



in order to discover which variables were associated with



project failure but not with success,.which with success but



not failure, and which were associated with both success and



failure.



The F-test -- one way analysis of variance -- was the



specific method used. This special case of analysis of variance



tests the difference among means for more than two groupings



of an independent variable. For these tests, project success



was treated as the "independent" variable and three groupings
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were 	 formed consisting of the highest third, the middle third



and the lowest third of the project success distribution. Each



of the other study variables was in turn treated as a "de


pendent" variable, with the exception of those which were of a



categorized rather than a continuous nature. The F-test Dar


titions the total variation into "among group" variation



(differences in group means) and "within group"' variation



(differences of individual scores about the group mean). The



F-test is formed by taking the ratio of measures of "among



group" variation to the "within group" variation. The larger



this 	 ratio, the more likely that group differences exist.



3.43 	 Factor Analysis 


Factor analysis is a statistical technique which analyzes 


the relationships between any number of variables and pro


duces a set of "factors" or underlying dimensions -- each of 

which represents some combination of the original variables. 


This has the important advantage of reducing the number of 


variables to be studied. Beyond this "data simplification", 


scales constructed from the factor analysis are designed to 


be independent and hence tend to be more reliable. Moreover, 


factor analysis has the advantage of being a "multi-dimensional" 


technique. 


While the previous methods of analysis allow the inves


tigation of relationships of particular variables, factor 


analysis allows us to study the total pattern of relationships 


among all of the variables. By studying these overall patterns



it is possible to discover those underlying dimensions which
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account for the relationships among variables. Further, these



new dimensions or factors may be analyzed by other statistical



methods, to investigate the interaction of these underlying 

dimensions.



3.44 Multiple Regression



Multiple regression is a causal analysis which is useful



for developing and testing a model which predicts a dependent



variable from several independent variables. Like correlation,



regression is suited to continuous data. However, regression



is superior to correlation in that it discusses the relation


ship of one variable to many others; correlation is restricted



to discussing two variables at a time.



The result of multiple regression analysis is i predic


tion equation which mathematically relates a set of independent



variables to a dependent variable. Of particular importance



to the explanatory value of the multiple regression equation



are the regressioi coefficients and the multiple correlation



coefficient. The regression coefficients are essentially



the correlation coefficients between each independent vari


able and the dependent variable, with the effects of other



variables held constant. The regression coefficient is



,superior to the correlation coefficient in that it goes beyond



describing surface relationships -- it describes more basic



relationships in that it partials out the effects of other



variables. The multiple correlation coefficient (R), and



particularly its square, R2 , is of further significance in



that it describes the amount of total variation in the
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dependent variable which is explained by the independent



variables as a group.



3.45 Path Analysis



Path analysis is a relatively new technique of causal



analysis. The result of a path analysis is a model which



explains the interaction of a large number of variables. Such



a model illustrates the causality entertained in a network of



relationships. The strength of these relationships are



measured by path coefficients. These coefficients are stand


ardized measures which can be compared to determine the re


lative predictive power of each independent variable with the



effects of the other variables being nartialled out.



The particular value of path analysis is that it



illustrates the working relationships of all variables in a



network of relative predictive powers; thus allowing one to



understand the relationships among variables in a systemic



manner.



The previous methods of analysis may be summarized as



in Figure 3.12.
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FIGURE 3.02
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FIGURE 3,03
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FIGURE 3.04' 
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FIGURE 3.05
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FIGURE 3.06 
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FIGURE 3.07
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FIGURE 3.08


COMPETITIVE ENVIRONIMENTS
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FIGURE 3,09 
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FIGURE 3.10



LENGTH OF PROJECTS
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FIGURE 3,11 
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FIGURE 3.12 
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IV. ANALYSIS



4.1 	 Analysis of Items



The analysis was performed in three successive steps.



First, the raw data represented by the 206 individual response



items were analyzed, with emphasis on identifying relationships



between individual items and project success. Second, the 206



items were reduced to 32 underlying dimensions by means of



factor analysis. Finally, relationships between project success



and the factors were analyzed, with consideration given to



interrelationships between the factors and to the effects on



success of multiple factors in combination.



The two sections immediately following, Sections 4.11 and



4.12 show the results of the first step, the relationships



between project success and the individual response items.



These sections are followed by a description of the factor



analysis and the results obtained from the factored data in



Sections 4.2 and 4.3.



4.11 	 Correlation



The purpose of our analysis at this stage is to reach



preliminary findings concerning the relationship of project



characteristics with project success. To achieve this purpose,



product-moment correlations were performed on the project



characteristic variables with six success items. These



correlations would indicate surface relationships of the



project characteristics with the success items.
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Success was measured by six items on the questionnaire:



1) "All things considered, the project was a success;" 

2) "In general, how satisfied were the following 

groups with the outcome of the project:" 

a. parent organization 

b. client organization 

C. ultimate users 

d. 	 project team;



3) 	 the extent to which the end result "fulfilled the



technical performance mission or function."



It was noted that the overall subjective item -- "All



things considered, the project was a success" -- presented a



fair overall measure of success. This is shown by the very



strong correlations of'this item with the others, as shown in



Table 4.1. 

Therefore, for summary purposes it was felt that the 

single overall subjective measure would be an adequate index 

of success. (Correlates of each success item are detailed 

in Appendix C). 

Considering the above, it was found that the following 

project management characteristics strongly affect success 

(p<.001) in the directions indicated. 

Item Description 	 r



o Project,team sense of mission 	 +.406



o Project team spirit 	 +.371



o Project team goal commitment 	 +.347





TABLE 4.1 

CORRELATIONS OF SUCCESS ITEMS WITH THE OVERALL 
SUBJECTIVE ITEM, "ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, THE 

PROJECT WAS A SUCCESS" 

2a 

2b 

2c 

2d 

3 

satisfaction  parent 

satisfaction  client 

satisfaction - user 

satisfaction - project team 

technical performance 

r>.654 

r>.611 

r>.518 

r>.646 

r>.559 

n<.001 

p<.001 

p<.001 

p<.001 

p<.001 
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o Original cost estimates too optimistic 
 -.346



o Project team capability +.342



o Difficulty meeting project schedules 
 -.336



o Back-up strategies were available 
 +.332



o Difficulty obtaining funding to completion 
 -.327



o Project Manager's satisfaction with planning +.314


and control



o Unity between project manager and contributing +.313


department managers



o Difficulty staying within original budget 
 -.311



o Unity between project manager and client contact +.309



o Unity between project manager and public officials +.309



o Unity between parent contributing departments +.305



o Difficulty coordinating with client organization -.301



Although the relationships are not as strong (r<.3), it was



found that the following project management characteristics



tend to affect success (p<.001) in the directions indicated.



o Parent enthusiasm 
 +.297



o Unrealistic project schedules 
 -. 296



o Lack of rapport with client organization -.294



o Team's satisfaction with organization structure +.293



o Progress reports were over-optimistic -.283



o Project Manager's technical skills 
 +.283



oProject team participation in major problem +.282


solving



o Decision delays hampered project 
 -.279



o Difficulty closing out project 
 -.278
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o Procedures for changes were inadequate 
 -.275
 

-.274


organization



o Difficulty maintaining rapport with parent 
 

-.271
o Project Manager had insufficient authority 
 

o Project team participation in decision-making +.266



o Unity between project manager and his superior +.262



o Extent of parent new-capabilities buildup +.261



o Favorability of media coverage +.254



o Project Manager human skills +.253



o Difficulty coordinating among team members -.252



o Schedule overrun -.249



o Difficulty freezing design -.247



o Difficulty keeping competent team people -.244



o Excessive politics involved in award -.244



o Cost estimates intentionally underestimated -.242



o Value of status, progress reports +.239



o Project Manager administrative skills +.236



o Value of work breakdown structures +.224



o Project too encumbered by legal restrictions -.223



o Too many government agencies involved -.221



o Value of Bar, Gantt, Milestone charts +.220



o Project Manager's influence in selecting team +.220


personnel



-.208
o Project team's job insecurity 
 

-.207
o Difficulty in defining goals 
 

o Need for new forms of government - industry -.207


cooperation



o Project Manager's influence in authorizing +.201


subcontractors
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Although the relationships are not as strong (r<.2), it



was found that the following project management characteristics



are associated with success (p<.001).



o Project Manager's influence in selecting +.195



subcontractors



o Project was more complex than initially conceived -.192



o Difficulty in meeting technicai requirements -.189



o Government overcontrol -.189



o Importance to parent - technical performance +.188



o Importance to project manager - technical +.187


performance



o Project decisions made at higher than -.183


appropriate levels



o Project Manager's influence in authorizing +.182



overtime



o Extent of parent enthusiasm +.181



o Importance to project manager - schedule +.179



o Difficulty in coordinating with parent +.178


organization



o Adequacy of project physical facilities +.174



o Project Manager's influence in relaxing +.169


specifications



o Value of network systems +.164



o Project Manager's influence in giving merit +.156


raises



o Team members hampered by unrelated assignments -.156



-.155
o Public became too involved 
 

-.153
o Government red-tape caused delays 
 

o Importance to parent - schedule +.144



-.144
o Volume of paper work was excessive 
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o Too much pressure from parent top management -.142 

o Importance to project manager  budget +.139 

o Project team participation in setting budgets +.134 

o Extent of project structure revision -.134 

o Importance to client - technical performance +.134 

4.12 	 Analysis of Variance



The purpose of this portion of the analysis was to dis


tinguish between those factors which improve success and those



which cause failure. To achieve this purpose, the data were



analyzed in two ways.



In the previous section, product-moment corre


lations were performed on the project characteristics



with six success items. These correlations indicate



linear relationships of-the project characteristics



with the success items.



In this section, IF-test" analysis of variance



was performed on the project characteristics with



success items categorized by degree. This analysis



allows the identification of non-linear relation


ships -- particularly association with either success



or failure.-


As in Section 4.11, it was 
felt that the single overall



subjective measure would be an adequate index of success for



summary purposes.
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Considering the above, it was found that the presence



of the following project management characteristics strongly



affect the failure of projects; however, the absence of these



characteristics does not insure success.



o insufficient use of status/progress reports



o use of superficial status/progress reports



o inadequate project manager administrative skills



o inadequate project manager human skills



o inadequate project manager technical skills 

o insufficient project manager influence



o insufficient project manager authority



o insufficient client influence



o poor coordination with client



o lack of rapport with client



o client disinterest in budget criteria



o lack of project team participation in decision-making



o lack of project team participation in major problem-solving



o excessive structuring with the project team



o job insecurity within the project team



o lack of team spirit and sense of mission within the


project team



o parent organization stable, non-dynamic, lacking strategic


change



o poor coordination with parent organization



o lack of rapport with parent organization



o poor relations with parent organization



o new"type" of project



o project more complex than the parent has completed previously
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o initial under-funding



o inability to freeze design early



o inability to close-out the effort



o unrealistic project schedules



o inadequate change procedures



o poor relations with public officials



o unfavorable public opinion



While the above were found to be associated with



project failure, the following were found to be associated



with success. That is, the following were found to be



necessary, but not sufficient conditions for success.



o frequent feedback from the parent organization



o frequent feedback from the client



o judicious use of networking techniques



o availability of backup strategies



o organization structure suited to the project team



o adequate control procedures, especially for dealing with changes



o project team participation in setting schedules and budgets



o flexible parent organization



o parent commitment to established schedules



o parent enthusiasm



o parent commitment to established budget



o parent commitment to technical performance goals



o parent desire to build up internal capabilities



o project manager commitment to established schedules



o project manager commitment to established budget
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o project manager commitment to technical performance goals



o client commitment to established schedules



o client commitment to established budget 

o client commitment to technical performance goals



o enthusiastic public support



o lack of legal encumbrances 

o lack of excessive government red tape



o minimized number of public/government agencies involved



In addition to those-factors which affect success or



failure, some were found to be linearly related to both success



and failure, That is, the presence of the following character


istics tend to improve the probability of success while their



absence leads toward failure.



o goal commitment of project team



o accurate initial cost estimates



o adequate project team capability



o adequate funding to completion



o adequate planning and control'techniques



o minimal start-up difficulties



o task (vs. social) orientation



o absence of bureaucracy



o on-site project manager



,oclearly established success criteria



'It was noted that cost and schedule overruns were not



primary determinants of "overall failure" as might be ex


pected. It was, therefore, decided to further investigate
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those factors which affect cost and schedule overruns directly.



Cost overruns were highly correlated with the size of



the project and the difficulty of meeting technical speci


fications. However, schedule difficulties and resulting



schedule overruns were the primary causal factors leading to



cost overruns. It was found that schedule overruns were, in



turn, caused by the following.:



o cost underestimates



o use of "buy-in" strategies



o lack of alternative backup strategies



o lack of project-team goal commitment



o functional rather than projectized, project organization



o lack of project team participation in setting schedules



o lack of team spirit, sense of mission



o inadequate control procedures



o insufficient use of networking techniques 

o insufficient use of progress/status reports



o over-optimistic status reports



o decision delays



o inadequate change procedures 

o insufficient project manager authority and influence



o lack of commitment to budget and schedule



o overall lack of similar experience



4.2 Factor Analysis



Due to the large number of variables included in the study,
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the technique of factor analysis was used to reduce the data



to a smaller set of underlying dimensions. An additional



benefit of the factor analysis technique is that it allows us



to see what the major dimensions are that comprise the world



of project management.



Four separate factor analyses were conducted. First



a factor analysis was performed on all of the 206 variables.



Then three separate factor analyses were done on variables



which were considered to be within each of three a priori



categories. 
 The three a priori categories were first,



"givens", 
 or aspects of project environment or nature of the



project over which management had little or no control. 
 The



second category was designated as "process" variables, items



referring to aspects of the on-going management of the project



and to things, people and events 
 over which project management



did have control. 
 The final category consisted of variables



that had to do with results and outcomes of the project.



These three analyses yielded in a few instances factors which



had clearer meanings than those obtained in the overall



analysis. Generally, however, the factors emerging from the



three separate analyses were redundant with those from the



overall analysis. Between a redundant pair of factors, we



retained for further study the one which had the clearer



meaning or the heavier -factor loadings.



A noteworthy result of the factor analysis was 
 the



large number of factors produced. This shows the multi


dimensional complexity of the project management "world".
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In this section, the factors are described, with some effort



made to show the implications of each factor. The listings



below show the content of each of the factors and -- anti


cipating following sections -- includes commentary concerning



each factor, its relationship to project success and its



association with other factors.



Using orthogonal varimax rotation techniques, 32 mean


ingful factors were identified. These factors were inter


preted by those variables included. Inclusion criteria was,



for the most part, loading greater than .40-0. As the factors



represent the underlying dimensions of the project character


istics it was thought desireable to investigate the relation


ships of the remaining factors with all other factors. Corre


lation analysis was used for this purpose to limit the re


lationships to those of prime importance, criteria established



included a significance level of .001, r>.5, and r>.3. Cau


sality was deduced from total interactive relationships.



Each of the factors is described below. Included with



the description of each factor is a discussion of its im


portant interrelationships with other factors.



Legal-Political Environment (Factor-2) -- This factor's



strongly negative relationship to project success shows that



projects encumbered by excessive governmental red tape, public



participation and legal restrictions have very limited poten


tial for success. The inclusion of the item, "Too many



governmental agencies involved" in this factor indicates that



from a strategy standpoint, projects which must be coordinated
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through 
a number of agencies appear to have inherent obstacles



which block success. Included items were:



107* TOO many government agencies involved +.742**



102 Government red tape caused delays +.741



124 Government overcontrol 
 +.737



101 Project too encumbered by legal restrictions +.680



106 Public became too involved +.658



126 New forms of government - industry cooperation +.617


needed



108 Too much politics involved in award 
 +.590



110 Volume of paperwork was excessive 
 +.556



Project Manager's Authority and Influence (Factor 3) --


This factor was strongly related to effective coordination during



the project, and to ultimate project success. Factors acting



as major determinants of project manager authority and in


fluence were clarity of success criteria, internal criteria,



client authority and influence, and size of the project team.



The composition of this factor serves to emphasize the im


portance of both authority and influence, in combination, as



determinants of project success. Included items were:



44 	 Project Manager's authority to authorize sub-
 +.712


contractors



48 Project Manager's authority to select sub-
 +.710


contractors



42 	 Project Manager's authority to authorize 
 +.709


overtime



*Item identification number


**Rotated Factor loading
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49 Project Manager's influence in selecting sub
contractors 

+.673 

45 Project Manager's influence in authorizing 
subcontractors to exceed budgets or'schedules 

+.645 

46 Project Manager's authority to select team 
personnel 

+.637 

47 Project Manager's influence in selecting team 
personnel 

+.597 

43 Project Manager's influence in authorizing 
overtime 

+.593 

40 Project Manager's authority to reiax 
specifications 

+.584 

51 Project Manager's influence in giving 
merit raises 

+.542 

50 Project Manager's authority to give 
merit raises 

+.526 

41 Project Manager's influence in relaxing 
specifications 

+.520 

Strategic Change in Parent (Factor 4) -- This factor was



comrised of five items having to do with major modifications



in strategy within the parent organization during the past



five years. The factor bore a positive relationship to pro


ject success and was also associated with the establishment of



internal success criteria as well as the establishment of



clear criteria. Included items were:



167 Major modification in parent's R&D direction +.755



166 Major modification in parent's dollar R&D +.699



164 Major modification in parent's market +.668



163 Major modification in parent's product mix +.651



165 Major modification in parent's manufacturing +.582


process.
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Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus (Factor 5) -- This



factor was strongly associated with project success. Clearly



established success criteria tended to be characteristic of



large projects, projects with legal-political difficulties



and projects where there had been significant strategic



changes in the parent organization, in short, projects in



which a high degree of uncertainty prevailed.



The combination of items which loaded on this factor



indicates that when importance is attached to one of the



three factors -- budget, schedule or technical performance -

it tends to be attached to all three, otherwise these would 

have broken out as separate factors. The factor also in

dicates a general tendency for project manager, parent and



client to agree on the importance of these three aspects of



performance. Obviously, the ,loadings are not so high as to



indicate that these tendencies always obtain, but the com


position of the factor does suggest that the effective estab


lishment of success criteria is a systemic phenomenon -- the



parts need to reinforce each other. Included items were:



136 Importance to project manager - budget +..678



135 Importance to project manager - schedule +.676



128 Importance to parent - budget +.671



127 Importance to parent - schedule +.631



132 Importance to client - schedule +.630



133 Importance to client - budget +.562



134 Importance to client - technical performance +.526
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129 	 Importance to parent - technical performance +.512



137 	 Importance to project manager - technical +.455 
performance 

Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary (Factor 7) --

This factor measures the extent to which conflicts that arose 

during the project tended to be resolved by emphasizing mission 

goals vs. by emphasizing social, or "people" considerations.



The composition of this factor indicates that respondents



tended to see this as an "either-or" choice, a sub-optimal



viewpoint, it would seem, in light of the large body of re


search findings which indicate that problems are most effec


tively resolved by reference to both task and social con


siderations. The factor was not strongly related to project



success, further supporting those prior research findings
 


which show the "either-or" approach to be less than optimal.



The "task-oriented" mode of conflict resolution did tend to be



related to minimization of cost and schedule overrun, but it
 


was also associated with initial over-optimism concerning



schedule and costs. The "task mode" tended to be employed



more on complex projects and less on relatively routine pro


jects. Included items were:



186 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode within parent +.618


was goal oriented



202 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode team - client +.614


was goal oriented



198 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode team - parent +.605


was goal oriented



190 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode within client +.573


was goal oriented
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187 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode within parent 
 -.534


was socially oriented



199 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode team - parent 
 -.534


was socially oriented



203 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode team - client -.503


was socially oriented



194 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode team - client 
 +.4-72


was goal oriented



191 Primary Conflict Resolution Mode within client 
 -.432


was socially oriented



Size of Project (Factor 8) -- Size of project was un


related to project success. 
Large project size tended strongly



to be associated with competitive and budgetary pressure, a



high 	degree of client authority and influence, and clearly



established success criteria. 
 The fact that project size was



unrelated to success may indicate that projects can be either



too large or too small. Included items were:



149 	 Total cost of project 
 +.779



147 Length of project 
 +.768



148 Scheduled length of project 
 +.767



150 Original totalbudget 
 +.764



Systems Approaches (Factor 9) -- This 	factor indicates



the extent to which effective use was made of systems approaches,



since items relating not only to use, but also to value, were



included in the factor. 
 This factor was a strong determinant



of project success and was 
 also very strongly associated with



adequacy of structure and control, effective coordination and





and relations, and minimization of cost and schedule over


runs. Included items were:



13 Value of work breakdown structures +.650



12 Extent work breakdown structures were used +.634



14 Extent systems management concepts were used +.633



15 Value of systems management concepts +.535



18 Extent status and progress reports were used +.435



Initial Over-Optimism and Conceptual Difficulty
 


(Factor 10) -- This factor measures the extent to which the pro


ject was more complex and difficult than it was originally
 


thought to be at the outset. The phenomenon of over-optimis


tic budget and schedule expectations and promises is unfortu


nately not rare. This factor showed a strong negative rela


tionship with project success. Over-optimism was particularly



likely to occur in the case of projects conducted with highly



bureaucratic parent organizations and on projects which at



some stage encountered legal or political difficulties. Items



included were:
 


80 Difficulty meeting project schedules +.663



81 Difficulty staying within original budget +.642



103 Original cost estimates too optimistic +.553



79 Difficulty meeting technical requirements +.543.



123 Project was more complex than initially +.539


conceived



178 Schedule overrun +.490



87 Difficulty freezing design +.477
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114 	 Unrealistic schedules 
 +.472



il Project was different than most 
 +.442



Bureaucracy (Factor 11) -- "Bureaucratic" structures



as measured by this factor, were characterized by high ratios



of managers and staff to total employees in the parent



organization and remoteness af the project manager from the



project site. 
 This factor was not strongly correlated with



project success, or with other factors affecting success.



Included items were:



185 	 Parent managers to total employees (%) 	 +.905



184 	 Parent staff personnel to total (%) 	 +.809



152 	 Travel time 
 - project manager to team 	 +.683



Client Contact's Authority and Influence (Factor 12)



Client contact authority and influence tended to be greater on



large size projects than on smaller projects and tended to be



a determinant of project manager authority and influence. 
 The



factor was not strongly associated with project success or lack



thereof. Included items were:



56 	 Client contact's authority to authorize overruns +.744



57 	 Client contact's influence in- authorizing +.744


overruns



54 	 Client contact's authority to approve 
 +.699


subcontractors



52 	 Client contact's authority to relax 
 +.662


specifications



55 	 Client contact's influence in approving 
 +.615


subcontractors
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53 	 Client contact's influence in relaxing +.511


specifications



Internal Criteria (Factor 13) -- This factor refers to



the extent to which internal benefits, such as improved



capabilities and follow-on work, were considered important by



the parent organization and the project manager. This factor



was a strong determinant of project success and tended to



result in internal capabilities buildup. Internal criteria



were an especially strong concern on complex orojects con


ducted within growing parent organizations that were ex


periencing changes in organizational strategy. Included



items were:



139 Importance to project manager - improve +.679 
parent capabilities 

131 Importance to parent - improve internal +.627 
capabilities 

138 Importance to project manager - obtain +.556 

follow-on 

130 Importance to parent - obtain follow-on +.488 

95 Extent of parent capabilities buildup +.469 

Size of Project Team (Factor 14) -- The items in this



factor suggest that the factor measures size as well as ad


ministrative and technical sophistication of the project team.



Not surprisingly, large project teams were associated with



large projects and with the use of advanced control tech-


niques (Factor 49). Included items were:



179 	 Total project team personnel 	 +.899
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157 Number of administrative team 
 +.843



156 Number of technical team members 
 +.840



158 Number of "other" team members 
 +.731



Social-(Vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary (Factor 15)



This factor was formed by items that asked the respondents to



describe the secondary, or "back-up" mode of conflict reso


lution employed during the project. As was true of Factor 7,



the loadings on this factor show that respondents tended to



see attention to task or people consideration as an "either-or"



choice when resolving disagreements. Though this factor did



not show very strong relationships with other factors, there



was 
 some tendency for the social back-up orientation to be



invoked where public relations difficulties and coordination



difficulties were encountered, and on projects which were



public in nature. 
 The factor also tended to be assocociated



with perceived adequacy of structure and control. There was



a moderate tendency for this factor to be associated with



Factor 7, the use of task-oriented methods as a primary con


flict resolution mode (r=.22, p<.09l). This suggests that in



many cases, the use of both task and social modes of resolving



conflict helped project personnel to establish effective



structures and controls despite the presence of certain



difficulties. Included items were:



201 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Mode, team-parent +.540


was socially oriented



189 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Mode, within +.456


parent was sqcially oriented
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188 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Mode within -.425


parent was goal oriented



200 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Mode, team-parent -.409


was goal oriented



204 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Mode, team-client -. 409


was goal oriented



Private (vs. Public) Project (Factor 16) -- The nature of



a project as private sector or public sector tended to be asso


ciated with project success, as will be shown later in our-Dath



analysis. 
 Private projects tended to be more successful than



public projects. Included items were:



2 Client or source of funding +.674



4 	 Public vs. private project 	 +.609"



168 	 % parent budget to R&D 
 -.526



162 Parent industry 
 -.515



17 Value of operations research 
 -.419



Perceived Success of Project (R)* (Factor 17) 
 -- This



factor is the "project success" variable referred to throughout



this section as well as elsewhere in this report. It is



interesting to note that the item, "technical performance,



adequacy of end result", loaded strongly onto this factor,



while items relating to cost overrun and schedule overrun did not.



In other words, cost and schedule criteria were not so closely



associated with success 
that they became part of the factor



itself. Included items were:



*(R) 	 indicates that this factor is reversed scored. 
 A low


factor score represents a high degree of perceived project



success.
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141 Satisfaction with outcome - client 
 -.734



140 Satisfaction with outcome - parent 
 -.701



143 Satisfaction with outcome - project team -.683



105 Project a success 
 -.678



142 Satisfaction with outcome 
 - end users -.670



146 Technical performance, adequacy of end product -.588



Project Manager's Spatial Distance (Factor 18) -- The



project manager's geographic remoteness from the client and the



project site was 
 only weakly related to project failure, but



did tend to lead to less than adequate organizational structure



and control on the project, cost and schedule overruns and



difficulty in coordinating with the client. Included items



were:



154 Travel time - project manager to client +.601 

155 Travel time -- project manager to project site +.587



Parent Size (Factor 20) -- Parent organization size was



associated with project success, though not strongly. 
 The



larger the parent organization, the greater the tendency for



the project to experience start-up difficulties, but the less



the likelihood of budgetary pressures. Project team members



tended to participate in decision-making more within large



parent organizations than in small ones, large size perhaps



tending to force decision-making down to lower levels. 
 In


cluded items were:



174 Total parent employees 
 +.751
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176 Total parent staff employees +.712



177 Total parent dollar sales +.673



175 Total parent line managers +.660



Project Team Decision Participation (R) (Factor 21) --


Project team participation in decision-making was very strongi



related to project success. Decision participation by the



project team was more likely to occur on projects which



emphasized follow-on and internal build-up of capability.



It was less likely to occur on projects where over-optimistic



budget and schedule forecasts had been made at the outset.



Included items were:



38 Project team participation in setting schedules -.607



36 Project team participation in decision-making -.585



39 Project team participation in setting budgets -.542



35 Project team decision involvement -.452



37 Project team participation in major problem -.425


solving



Parent 5-Year Growth (Factor 25) -- Recent growth in the



parent organization was not substantially associated with pro


ject success or with any of the other factors. Apparently.,



rapid growth can imply either a stimulant or a detriment to



project success. Included items were:



172 Parent 5-year growth -- employees +.868 

169 Parent 5-year growth -- sales +.854 

170 Parent 5-year growth -- assets +.801 

173 Parent 5-year growth -- customers +.693 

171 Parent 5-year growth -- products +.631 
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Public Relations Environment (Factor 27) -- This factor



encompassed difficulty in maintaining good relations with the



public, with neighbors on the project site and with local



government, as well as controversy concerning environmental



impact of the project. This factor was strongly related to



Factor 2, Legal Political Environment, and tended to be



associated with lack of project success, though not to an



extremely strong degree. Included items were: 

92 Difficulty maintaining relations with public .861 

90 Difficulty maintaining relations with neighbors 
on site 

.826 

91 Difficulty maintaining relations with local 
government 

.731 

99 Extent of environmental impact controversy .462 

Competitive and Budgetary Pressure (Factor 31) -- This



factor appears to be a measure of the extent to which a given



project operated under budgetary pressure as a result of its
 


having to be priced especially competitively. These character


istics tended to be associated with large projects conducted



within large, relatively bureaucratic parent organizations.



Included items were:



6 Nature of contract or agreement +.682



5 Competitive Environment -.604



128 Importance to parent - budget +.569



136 Importance to project manager - budget +.556



133 Importance to client - budget +.497
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Ease of Coordination (Factor 32) -- This factor is a



measure of the extent to which coordination within the project



team and within the parent organization was easy or difficult



to achieve. Projects which were easy to coordinate were much



more likely to be successful than those which were not, but the



relationship between this factor and project success tended to



disappear when actual coordination (Factor 42) was taken into



account. In other words, coordination actually attained was



what counted, and it could be attained, and often was., despite



the existence of obstacles. Included itemswere:



85 Difficulty coordinating with parent -.'726 
organization 

88 Difficulty maintaining rapport with-parent -.723 
.organization



61 Unity between parent contributing departments (R) -.679



86 Difficuity coordinating among team members -.597



82 Difficulty keeping competent team members -.437



76 Difficulty defining goals -.419



Difficulty Coordinating With Client (Factor 34) -- This 

factor bore a strong negative relationship to project success 

and tended to be the result of project complexity, initial 

over-optimism, public relations difficulties and spatial dis


tance of the project manager from his-team. The emergence of



this factor as a separate dimension in the factor analysis



shows that difficulty in coordinating with the client is not



the same thing as failure to coordinate with the client., If



it were, these items would have loaded on Factor 42, Coordi
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nation and Relations. The data thus indicate that the



difficulty is one which can be coped with and overcome. In


cluded items were:



84 Difficulty coordinating with client 
organization 

+.790 

89 Difficulty maintaining rapport with client 
organization 

+.728 

Project Uniaueness, Importance and Public Exposure (R)



(Factor 36) -- This factor was correlated with several other



factors that had to do with difficulties in the external en


vironment as well as the technical demands of the project.



It also tended to be associated with over-optimism and with



the desire to use the project as a means toward developing the



internal capabilities of. the parent. As will be shown in



Section 4.33, this factor was found to be correlated with



project success when various factors relating to the manage


ment of the project were held constant. This indicates that,
 


other things being equal, uniqueness, perceived importance,



and public exposure are forces that tend to lead to project



success, buttthese cannot substitute for effective management. 

Included items were:



98 Extent of public enthusiasm -.600



26 Project larger in scale than most -.477



24 Initial importance of state-of-art advancement -.458



111 Project was different than most -.448



25 Parent experience with similar project scope +.438



100 Favorability of media coverage -.416
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Start-Up Difficulties (R) (Factor 39) -- As might be



expected, projects with start-up difficulties tended to be



associated with legal-political difficulties and with large



parent organizations. Start-up difficulties bore a weak,



though statistically significant relationship to lack of



project success, and were strongly related to coordination



difficulty within the parent organization and the project



team. Included items were:



77 Difficulty obtaining initial parent approval -.647



78 Difficulty obtaining client funding -.400



Perceived Project Complexity (R) (Factor 40) -- The two 

items that loaded on this factor, taken together, indicate 

that projects tended to be seen as more comolex by respondents



who worked in highly structured organizations, and seen as less



complex by those who worked in a more unstructured organi


zational setting. Thus, the factor is a measure of perceived



high complexity and high parent structure, versus perceived



low complexity and low parent structure. Interestingly,



neither project size nor parent size were correlated signifi


cantly with this factor. This factor was not related to pro


ject success, but was related to project team decision partic


ipation, high project complexity and organizational structure



tending to be associated with less decision participation on



the part of the project team. Included items were:



116 Type of project becoming more complex -.559



58 Degree of parent structure (R) +.370
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"Buy-In" Strategy (R) (Factor 41) -- "Buy-in" strategy,



as shown by the items comprising this factor, refers to a top



management decision to intentionally understate costs and



price in order to win the contract in the face of severe



competition. This approach was associated to a moderate de


dree with lack of project success and was very strongly



associated with the legal-political environment. The correlation



with the legal-political environment indicates that most pro


jects that were characterized as buy-ins were government pro


jects. Included items were:



109 "Cut throat" competition .532



112 Cost estimates intentionally underestimated -.510



104 Excessive pressure from parent management -.430



Coordination and Relations (Factor 42) -- This factor



indicates that the respondents saw favorable relationships



between people as being closely related to effective planning



and coordination of the effort. While many of the items in



this factor connote team spirit and interpersonal rapport



(the "unity" items, "informal relations" and "human skills"),



others have to do with effective planning and control (the



"progress reports," "procedures for changes" and "back-up 

strategies items", for example). The factor loadings show



that interpersonal skill is part and parcel with managerial



coordination and control. This factor was one of the strong


est determinants of project success. Included items were:



62 Unity between project manager and contributing -.695


department managers (R)



113 Project team spirit +.683



31 Project team sense of mission +.651
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32 Project team goal commitment +.611



30 Project team capability +.596



65 Unity between project manager and public -.583


officials (R)



63 Unity between project manager and client -.572


contact (R)



64 Unity between project manager and his -.564


superior (R)



29 Project Manager's human skills +.561



118 Progress reports were over-optimistic -.544



28 Project Manager'-s administrative skills +.519



121 Team members informal relations supportive +.502



115 Project Manager had insufficient authority -.496



125 Procedures for changes were inadequate -.490



94 Project team job insecurity -.473



36 Project team participation in decision-making +.469



37 Project team participation in major problem- +.458


solving



96 Parent enthusiasm +.434



120 Back-up strategies were available +.426



Networking Techniques (Factor 49) -- Included items



were:



11 Value of network systems were used, +.604



10 Extent network systems were used +.561



Cost and Schedule Overrun (Factor 52) -- While cost and



schedule overrun tended to be associated with lack of project



success, many projects in the study were considered successful
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in spite of overruns. As a result, this factor does not



appear as important to success as are a number of other factors. 

Among the major determinants of cost and schedule overrun were



absence of specific control techniques and lack of project



team participation in decision-making. Included item's were:



151 % actual cost to budget +.891



178 Schedule overrun +.577



Adequacy of Project Structure and Control (Factor 53) --


This factor was also very strongly associated with project success,



indicating the importance of the organizational aspects of pro


ject management. Adequate project structure and control tended



to be seen by respondents as resulting from the employment of



specific control techniques, such as PERT, systems analysis, etc.



Very complex projects and projects on which the project manager's



location was distant from the project site tended to be rated



high on adequacy of project structure and control. Though the



tendency was far from universal, it appeared that management



attention tended to be given to those projects that needed it
 


the most. Included items were:



145 	 Project Manager's satisfaction with planning .825


and control



144 	 Team's satisfaction with organization structure .806



Internal Capabilities Build-up (R) (Factor 54) -- This



factor, which was moderately related to project success, simply



indicates that new parent organization capabilities are more
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likely to be developed as 
 a result of large projects than



small projects. Included items were:



95 Extent of parent capabilities build-up 
 -.643



150 Original total budget 
 -.540



149 Total cost of project 
 -.510



4.3 Analysis of Factors



Four types of analysis were performed using the factored



data. Correlation analysis and analysis of variance were used



to identify relationships between project success 
 and individual



factors taken one 
 at a time. Multiple regression was employed



to test the ability of several factors in combination to pre


dict success. Finally, a path ana-lysis was developed in order



to reveal important interrelationships between factors and to



identify factors which had significant indirect effects on



project success.



4.31 Correlation Using Factored Data



With, 32 factors being considered, there were 1260 mean


ingful correlations which were performed. 
 Since the major



thrust of this study was to investigate project effectiveness,



those correlations of central concern were those involved with



success. Of the 32 
 factors, Factor 17 provides an independent



measure of project success. 
 This factor called "Perceived



Success of the Project", was comprised of the following in


dividual questionnaire items:



Item 
 Factor Loading



Satisfaction with outcome - client 
 .734
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o Satisfaction with outcome - parent .701 

o Satisfaction with outcome - project team .683 

o Project was a success .678 

0 Satisfaction with outcome - end users .670 

0 Technical adequacy of end result .588 

To examine the surface relationships of the factors with



success, the correlations of Factor 17 and the remaining factors



were considered.



Using product-moment correlation, it was 
 found that the



following factors strongly affect success in the directions in


dicated:



Correlation with


Perceived Success



Factor 
 Of Project Factor



o Coordination and relations 
 +.88



o Adequacy of structure and control 
 +.81



o Initial over-optimism and conceptual difficulty 
 -.69



o Difficulty coordinating with client 
 -.69



o Project team decision participation +.67



o Ease of coordination +.66



o Project Manager's authority and influence +.55



o Success criteria clarity and concensus +.62



o Internal criteria  +.60



o Systems approaches 
 +.56



o Legal-political environment 
 -.56
 


The following factors tended to affect success in the



directions indicated:
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o Cost and schedule overrun -.44 

o Buy-in strategy -.42 

o Public relations environment -.38 

o Internal capabilities buildup +.34 

o Strategic change in parent +.30 

o Parent size +.28 

o Start-up difficulties -.24 

o Task (vs. social) orientation -- primary -.22 

The following factors are associated with success:



o Bureaucracy -.19
 


o Perceived Project Complexity +.18



o Client contact's authority and influence +.15



o Social (vs. task) orientation -- secondary -.14



o Parent 5-year growth +.14



o Project Manager's spatial distance -.13
 


o Size of project team +.ll



o Private (vs. public) project +.ii



o Project uniqueness, importance and public exposure -.11



4.32 Analysis of Variance Using Factored Data



The purpose of this portion of the analysis was to dis


tinguish between those factors which improve success and those



which cause failure. To achieve this purpose, the factored



data were analyzed in two ways.



In the previous section product-moment correlations were



performed on the factors identified. These correlations
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indicate linear relationships of the factors with the overall



success factor.



In this section "F-test" analysis of variance was per


formed on the factors with the success factor categorized by



degree. This analysis allowed the identification of non-linear



relationships -- particularly those associated only with failure.



Using "F-test" analysis of variance, it was found that the



following factors strongly affect the failure of projects; how


ever, the absence of these-characteristics does not insure



success (listed in order of importance).



o absence of project management planning and control techniques



o poor client relations



o poor overall coordination 

o inherent project complexity 

o absence of project team participation



o insufficient project manager authority and influence



o ill-defined success criteria



o external bureaucratic-political difficulties



o buy-in strategy



o poor public relations



o static or undynamic parent organization 

o initial start-up difficulties 

o over-management by client 

o rigid parent organization 

4.33 	 Multiple Regression Using Factored Data



In the preceding sections we have made numerous references
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to the relationship or association of the various factors with



project success. In each case the kind of association we have


been indicating is that of simple correlation, the extent'to



which variation in anyone given factor tends to be associated



with variation in the perceived success factor, with no con


sideration given to the effects of any of the other factors.



Simple correlation analysis leaves unahswered the question of



whether several of the factors, taken together in combination,



would explain a larger port-ion of the variance in the success



factor than would any one factor by itself. Since it is our



contention that project success results not from,any one



factor alone, but from a combination of many factors, a further



test of the data, beyond simple correlation analysis-, is



necessary.



Table 4.2 shows the results of one such test. Here are



shown the results of a stepwise multiple regression analysis



in which Factor 17, the Perceived Success of Project factor,



was the dependent variable and a-ll of the other factors were



independent variables. The independent variable with the



highest partial correlation at the conclusion of each step was



the variable entered into the equation in the next step. This



form of analysis yields a list of those factor' which each



make significant independent contributions toward explaining



project success, after allowance has been made for the effects



of the other factors.



Table 4.2 shows that strongest seven of the determining



factors explained 91% of the variance in the 
 success factor.





TABLE 4.2



Multiple Regression Results: 
 All Factors


as Determinants of Factor 17, Perceived



Success of Project



Strongest 
 Standardized


Determining 
 Regression 
 Signifi- Cumula-
Factors 
 Coefficient 
 cance tive R



42* Coordination and 
 ±.347 p<.001 .773


Relations



53 Adequacy of Project 
 +.187 p<.001 .830


Structure and


Control



36 Project Uniqueness, +.145 
 p<.001 .877


Importance and


Public Exposure



5 Success Criteria +.254 
 p<.001 .886


Clarity and Con

census



31 Competitive and 
 -.153 p<.001 .897


Budgetary Pressure



10 Initial Over 
 -.215 p<.001 .905


optisism and Con

ceptual Difficulty



54 Internal Capabili-
 +.084 p<.001 .911


ties Buildup



*Factor Identification Number
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This very large percentage of explained variance is attributable



partly to the strong determining effect of Coordination and



Relations on project success. However, it is also attribut


able to the fact that six other factors made significant con


tributions toward explaining success even after the effects



of Coordination and Relations had beeh held constant. This



analysis supports well, therefore, the proposition that pro


ject success is multiply caused rather than singly caused.
 


Coordination and Relations, though very important, is not the



sole determinant of project success.
 


Table 4.2 re-emphasizes the importance of the initial



phases of project planning. Success Criteria Clarity and Con


census and avoidance of Initial over-optimism were the two



heaviest weighted factors in the regression equation, after



Coordination-and Relations.



It is interesting to note that two factors which had



insignificant simple correlations with success did emerge as



significant determinants of success when other factors were



held constant. One of these was,Factor 36, Project Unique


ness, Importance and Public Exposure. The analysis shows that



unique and highly publicized projects tend to be more success


ful than others, but that this aspect of the project is not



as critically important to.its success as are the ways in



which the project is managed. Factor 31, Competitive and



Budgetary Pressure was another which had shown no relation


ship to success under simple correlation analysis, but showed



a significant negative relationship with success in the
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multiple regression equation. This result is saying that,
 


all other things being equal, competitive and budgetary



pressure tend to work against success.
 


With the exception of Factor 36, all seven of the factors



shown in Table 4.2 had to do with project management effective


ness and were things which management had the potential ability



to influence. This analysis points forcefully to the importance



of project management as a determinant of project success by



suggesting that relatively less controllable factors such as



the legal-political environment, the on-going nature-of the



parent organization, and the behavior of the client, are not



likely to be things that act as fatal obstacles to a well


managed project, nor will they make a success of a poorly



managed project. This is not to say that factors relating to



the environment, the client and the parent organization are



unimportant. Indeed, these factors can act as either-facili


tators or obstacles to effective project management, as will be



clearly shown in the path analyses section of this report. None


theless, the regression analysis shows that on most projects,



the determinants of project success are within the control of



those who are managing and making decisions about the project.



4.4 Path Analysis
 


Analysis of the factors and factor correlations indicate



that three major groupings or partitions are reasonable:



1) factors which are external to the project;



2) those which are discretionary; and



3) those which represent output characteristics
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Further, analysis indicates that these groupings are not



mutually exclusive, and many factors are shown to belong to



more than one group. For example, client/influence appears



to be a "given" or external factor as it relates to control



techniques utilized, but it is also a discretionary factor in



relation to the bureaucracy factor. Such situations require



overlapping classifications which result in six subsets:



DISCRTIONY
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Using the preceding paradigm the factors were classified



in the following manner: 

I. EXTERNAL factors are those over which there is 

little or no control; typically these describe 

pre-existant conditions. 

o Legal Political Environment (2)* 

o Strategic Change in Parent (4) 

o Size of Project (8) 

o Bureaucracy (11) 

o Private (vs. Public) Project (16) 

o Parent Size (20) 

o Parent 5-Year Growth (25) 

o Project Uniqueness, Importance and Exposure(R) (36) 

o Perceived Project Complexity (R) (40) 

II. PROCESS/EXTERNAL factors are external or prede

termined to the specific project effort, but 

discretionary in the larger system. 

o Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus (5) 

o Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty (10) 

o Client Contact's Authority and Influence (12) 

o Internal Criteria (13) 

o Size of Project Team (14) 

o Public Relations Environment (27) 

o Competitive and Budgetary Pressure (31) 

o Start-up Difficulties (R) (39) 

o Buy-in Strategy (R) (41) 

*Factor Identification Number 
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III. 	 PROCESS factors are essentially discretionary



specific to the effort.



o Project Manager's Authority and Influence (3)*



o Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary (7) 

o Systems Approaches 9) 

" Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary (15) 

o Project Manager's Spatial Distance 	 (18)



o Project Team Decision Participation (R) (21)



o Networking Techniques 	 (49)



IV. 	 OUTPUT/PROCESS factors represent both end-product



and facilitating characteristics.



o Ease of Coordination 	 (32) 

o Difficulty Coordinating With Client 	 (34)



o Coordination and Relations 	 (42)



V. 	 OUTPUT factors are end-products of the soecific



project effort, they are consequent to the process'.



o Cost and Schedule Overrun 	 (52)



o Adequacy of Project Structure and Control (53)



o Internal Capabilities Buildup (R) 	 (54)



VI. 	 The SUCCESS factor assesses the project output.



o Perceived Success of Project (R) (17)



Speculative causal analysis yields a model descriptive
 


of these group interrelationships, see Figure 4.1.



*Factor Identification Number





FIGURE 4.1 

HYPOTHESIZED CAUSAL MODEL



EXTERNAL FACTORS



I

PROCESS EXTERNAL 

FACTORS 

PROCESS FACTORS



OUTPUT/PROOESS 
FACTORS 

OUTPUT FACTORS



I

SUCCESS FACTOR
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Given the six factor groupings and the causal model, an



approach comparable to path analysis was employed as a final



analytic step to aide in interpretation of the relationships



among all factors as determinants of project success.



It was found that Factor 17, Success, was directly de

termined (R2=.880) by:



o Cost and Schedule Overrun (52)-* (.081)**



o Adequacy of Project Structure and Control (53) (.256)



o Internal Capabilities Buildup (R) (54) (.110)



o Ease of Coordination (32) (.089)



o Difficulty Coordinating With Client (34) (.275)



o Coordinations and Relations 
 (42) (.533)



As summarized in Tables 4.3  4.6, it was found that OUTPUT



factors were determined by OUTPUT PROCESS AND PROCESS factors;



OUTPUT PROCESS factors were determined by PROCESS factors and



PROCESS EXTERNAL factors; and PROCESS factors were determined



by PROCESS EXTERNAL factors which were, in turn, determined



by EXTERNAL factors.



Based on the path coefficients derived in the previous



table total path coefficients were determined for all factors



as they relate to success, Factor 17. Total path coefficients



indicate the relative importance of each factor as a deter


minant of success -- even though the influence may be indirect.



These coefficients are summarized in Table 4.7.



*Factor Identification Number



**Direct path coefficient (standardized'regression coefficient),


indicating the relative determinant value of the factor.
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Analysis of the total path coefficients points out the



importance of the factors as determinants of success. Par

ticularly the most important include: 

o Legal Political Environment (2)* 

o Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual (10) 
Difficulty 

o Coordination and Relations (42) 

o Internal Criteria (13) 

o Project Team Decision Participation (R) (21) 

o Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus (5) 

0 Difficulty Coordinating With Client (34) 

0 Adequacy of Structure and Control (53) 

Although some of the remaining factors show relatively



weak contributions to success, the importance of these factors



should not be underestimated as they most often significantly



impact upon others of greater importance. Such cannot, there


fore, be casually dismissed.



The results of the path analysis are summarized in



Figure 4.3.



Beyond providing a summary of the path analysis, the



path model represented in Figure 4.3 has further value in at



least two other dimensions.



First, the path model illustrates a complex set of inter


relationships among factors, indicating those which directly



affect, as well as those which indirectly affect, success.



*Factor Identification Number





FIGURE 4.3



ABBREVIATED PATH MODEL*



i = total path coefficient to Factor 17 
J = Factor identification number ¥ 

k - variance eplained 
1 = direct path coefficient to subsequent Factor 

- indicates a "critical" path 

*The complete model contains over 5,000 paths. In interest


of clarity, only the most "critical" are listed. 

**See pages following for factor identifications 106 



FIGURE 4.3, continued 

FACTOR LABELS 

17 Perceived Success of Project (R) 

52 Cost and Schedule Overrun 

53 Adequacy of Project Structure and Control 

54 Internal Capabilities Buildup (R) 

32 Ease of Coordination 

34 Difficulty Coordinating With Client 

42 Coordination and Relations 

3 Project Manager's Authority and Influence 

7 Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary 

9 Systems Approaches 

15 Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary 

18 Project Manager's Spatial Distance 

21 Project Team Decision Participation (R) 

49 Networking Techniques 

5 Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus 

10 Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty 

12 Client Contact's Authority and Influence 

13 Internal Criteria 
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14 Size of Project Team 

27 Public Relations Environment, 

31 Competitive and Budgetary Pressure 

39 Start-up Difficulties (R) 

41 Buy-in Strategy (R) 

2 Legal Political Environment 

4 Strategic Change in Parent 

8 Size of Project 

11 Bureaucracy 

16 Private (vs. Public) Project 

20 Parent Size 

25 Parent 5-Year Growth 

36 Project Uniqueness, Importance and Public Exposure (R) 

40 Perceived Project Complexity (R) 
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This is particularly important in clarifying relationships



proposed on the basis of uni-dimensional analysis. Further,



it points out important factors not able to be identified by



less complex analytic techniques.



Second, the path model readily identifies guidelines to



follow given particular states of particular factors. For



example, if the Legal-Political Environment is excessively



oppressive, the path diagram points to the need to place in


creased emphasis on initial conceptualization (Factor 10),



public relations (Factor 27), 
 and (Factor 5) clearly establish


ed criteria.





TABLE 4.3



PATH COEFFICIENTS,OF



OUTPUT FACTORS DETERMINED BY



OUTPUT/PROCESS AND PROCESS FACTORS



OUTPUT PROCESS AND PROCESS FACTORS OUTPUT FACTORS


52* 53 54(R)



32* Ease of Coordination- .207 -.155 ns



42 Coordination and Relations .181 -.135 -.264



3 Project Manager's Authority and 
 -5



ns .125- ns
Influence 

7 Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary -.167 ns .106 

9 Systems Approaches -.293 1.311 .127



15 Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- .172 .239 .059 
Secondary 

18 Project Manager's Spatial Distance .115 -.169 .061 

21 Project Team Decision Participation (R) .243 -.322 -.210



49 Networking Techniques .265 -.302 ns



10 Initial Over-Optimism and Conceptual .681 -.627 -.142


Difficulty



12 Client Contact's Authority and .049 -.186 .093


Influence



13 Internal Criteria ns .228 -.572



*Factor Identification Number
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TABLE 4.4 

PATH COEFFICIENTS OF



OUTPUT/PROCESS FACTORS DETERMINED BY 

PROCESS AND PROCESS/EXTERNAL FACTOR 

OUTPUT/PROCESSPROCESS AND PROCESS/EXTERNAL FACTORS FACTORS
32* 34 42 

3* Project Manager's Authority and Influence 
 .123 -.074 .233



7 Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary .071 ns ns



9 Systems Approaches 
 ns .138 .226 

15 Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary -.245 ns 
 -.108
 

t
18 Project Manager s Spatial Distance 
 ns -.115 ns



21 Project Team Decision Participation (R) 
 -.155 ns -.444



49 Networking Techniques 
 -.237 ns -.170



5 Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus -.176
ns- .155.



10 Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty -.580 
 .591 -.294



12 Client Contact's Authority and Influence 
 -.190 .155 -.132



13 Internal Criteria 
 .055 -.139 ns



14 Size of Project Team 
 ns ns ns


27 Public Relations Environment 
 -.143 .158 ns



31 Competitive and Budgetary Pressure 
 ns .219 -.211



39 Start-up Difficulties 
 (R) .279 -.101 .103



*Factor Identification Number
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TABLE 4.5



PATH COEFFICIENTS OF



PROCESS FACTORS DETERMINED BY



PROCESS/EXTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FACTORS



PROCESS EXTERNAL AND 
EXTERNAL FACTORS 

5* Success Criteria Clarity 
and Concensus 

10 Initial Over-optimism 
and Conceptual Difficulty 

12 Client Contact's 
Authority & Influence 

13 Internal Criteria 

3 7 

.319 .095 

-.188 .264 

.230 ns 

.264 -.115 

PROCESS FACTORS 

9 15 18 

.281 ns -.627 

-.100 ns ns 

ns -.191 .076 

.304 ns .244 

21 

-.142 

.241 

ns 

-. 357 

49 

ns 

-.201 

-.085 

.262 

14 Size of Project Team .140 .105 ns -.071 ns ns .389 

27 

*31 

Public Relations 
Environment 
Competitive andBudgetary Peu
Budgetary Pressure 

.119 

-. 166 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

.123 

ns 

ns 

.908 

ns 

-. 196 

.09C 

ns 

39 Start-up Difficulties (R) ns -. 152 ns .074 ns ns -. 12( 

41 Buy-in Strategy (R) ns ns -.490 ns -.162 .164 ns 

2 

4 

Legal Political 
Environment 
Strategic Change inPaet 
Parent 

-.101 -.186 

ns -.064 

-.318 ns 

.085 -.096 

-.145 

.105 

.129 

ns 

-.07S 

.24E 

8 Size of Project ns .167 .274,-.107 .187 -.160 ns 

11 Bureaucracy -.077 ns -.103 .088 ns ns ns 

16 

20 

Private (vs. Public) 
Project 

Parent Size 

ns 

ns 

ns 

-.180 

-.277 -.261 

.185 -.106 

ns 

.157 

ns 

-.205 

ns 

-.08' 

25 Parent 5-Year Growth ns ns ns .084 ns ns -.08E 

36 

40 

Project Uniqueness, Im
portance and Public 
Exposure (R) 

Perceived Project 
Comolexity (R) 

ns 

.086 

-.271 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

.125 

ns 

.082 

-.230 

ns 

ns 

*Factor Identification Number
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TABLE 4.6 

PATH COEFFICIENTS OF 

PROCESS/EXTERNAL FACTORS DETERMINED BY 

EXTERNAL FACTORS 

5* 10 12 13 14 27 31 39 41 

2* Legal Political Environment -. 300 .688 -. 078 -. 218 -. 203 .672 .150 -. 580 -. 692 

4 Strategic Change in Parent .285 -. 123 .231 .305 .032 .043 -. 004 .101 .105 

8 Size of Project .401 -. 080 .293 .067 .532 .123 -. 372 -. 031 .043 

11 Bureaucracy -. 178 .105 -. 079 -. 075 -. 068 .069 -. 207 .065 -. 041 

16 Private (vs. Public) Project .019 .131 .077 -. 262 -. 106 .197 -.070 .140 -. 174 

20 Parent Size -. 001 .019 -.093 .021 -. 120 .073 -. 286 -. 217 .138 

25 Parent 5-Year Growth .067 -. 055 .030 .123 -. 056 ns .074 -. 066 .042 

36 Project Uniqueness, Importance .070 -. 250 -.029 -.281 -. 144 -. 072 .323 -. 170 

-

.051 

and Public Exposure (R) _ 

40 Perceived Project Complexity (R) .129 -. 029 .146 -. 069 .081 .140 .199 -. 105 .101 

*Factor Identification Number 



TABLE 4.7



TOTAL PATH COEFFICIENTS



FOR FACTOR 17, "SUCCESS"


R2.880



FACTOR 

52 Cost and Schedule Overrun .081 

53 Adequacy of Project Structure and Control .256 

54 Internal Capabilities Buildup (R) .110 

32 Ease of Coordination .145 

34 Difficulty Coordinating With Client .275 

42 Coordination and Relations .513 

3 Project Manager's Authority and Influence .159 

7 Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary .008 

9 Systems Approaches .172 

15 Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary' .019 

18 Project Manager's Spatial Distance .028 

21 Project Team'Decision Participation (R) .293 

49 Networking Techniques .158 

5 Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus .288 

10 Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty .523 

12 Client Contact's Authority and Influence .102 

13 Internal Criteria .309 

14 Size of Project Team .047 

27 Public Relations Environment .020 

31 Competitive and Budgetary Pressure .175 

39 Start-up Difficulties (R) .060 
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41 Buy-in Strategy (R) .041 

2 Legal Political Environment .694 

4 Strategic Change in Parent .197 

8 Size of Project .115 

11 Bureaucracy .112 

16 Private (vs. Public) Project .203 

20 Parent Size .104 

25 Parent 5-Year Growth .092 

36 Project Uniqueness, Importance and Public Exposure (R) .015 

40 Perceived Project Complexity (R) .005 



V. CONCLUSIONS



5.1 Analysis



To achieve the purpose of the study the data were



analyzed in seven ways. These analyses were conducted in two



major Partitions: the first utilizing raw data, the second



utilizing factored data. With the raw data, variance; 
 corre


lation, and factor analysis techniques were used. One of the



results of a factor analysis is a set of factor scores. With



these factor scores, variance, correlation, regression, and



path analysis techniques were used.



5.11 Correlation



Product-moment correlation was performed on the project



These
characteristic variables with six indices of success. 
 

correlations indicate surface relationships of the project



characteristics with the success items.



It was found that the following project management



characteristics strongly affect success (r>.3, p<.001) in



the direction indicated.



Item Description



o Project team sense of mission (+)


o Project team spirit (+)


o Project team goal commitment (+) 
o Original cost estimates too optimistic (-) 
o Project team capability (+) 
o Difficulty meeting project schedules (-) 
o Back-up strategies were available (+) 
o Difficulty in obtaining funding to completion C-) 
o Project Manager's satisfaction with planning and control (+)
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.17



o Unity between projectmanager and contributing department


managers (+)



o Difficulty staying within original budget (-)


o Unity between project manager and client contact (+)


o Unity between project manager and public officials (+)


o Unity between parent contributing departments (+)


o Difficulty coordinating with client organization -)



Although the relationships are not as strong (.2< r<.3).,



it was found that the following project management character


istics tend to affect success (p .001) in the directions



indicated.



o Parent enthusiasm (+)


o Unrealistic project schedules (-)


o Lack of rapport with client organization (-)


o Team's satisfaction with organization structure (±)


o Progress reports were over-optimistic (-)


o Project Manager's technical skills C+)


o Project team participation in major problem solving (+)


o Decision delays hampered project (-)


o Difficulty closing out project (-)


o Procedures for changes were inadequate (-) 
o Difficulty maintaining rapport with parent organization C-)


o Project Manager had insufficient authority (-) 
o Project team participation in decision making (+) 
o Unity between project manager and his superior (+)
o Extent of parent new capabilities buildup (+)


o Favorability of media coverage'(+)


o Project Manager's human skills (+)


o Difficulty in coordinating among team members (-) 
o Schedule overrun (-)


o Difficulty freezing design C-)


o Difficulty keeping competent team people C-)


o Excessive politics involved in award -)


o Cost estimates intentionally underestimated C-) 
o Value of status, progress reports (+) 
o Project Manager's administrative skills (+)


o Value of work breakdown structures (+)


o Project too encumbered by legal restrictions C-) 
o Too many government agencies involved (-)


o Value of Bar, Gantt, Milestone charts (+) 
o Project Manager's influence in selecting team personnel (+)


o Project team's job insecurity (-)


o Difficulty in defining goals(-) 
o Need new forms of government - industry cooperation (-) 
o Project Manager's influence in authorizing subcontractors (+)
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Although the relationships are not as strong (r<.2), it



was found that the following project management characteristics



are associated with success (p<.001).



o Project Manager's influence in selecting subcontractors (+)


o Project was more complex than initially conceived (-)


" Difficulty in meeting technical requirements (-)


o Government overcontrol (-)


o Importance to parent - technical performance (+) 
o Importance to project manager - technical performance (+) 
o Project decisions made at higher than appropriate levels (-)


o Project Manager's influence in authorizing overtime (+)


o Extent of parent enthusiasm (+)


o Importance to project manager - schedule (+)


o Difficulty in coordinating with parent organization (+)


o Adequacy of project physical facilities (+)


o Project Manager's influence in relaxing specifications (+)


o Value of network systems (+)


o Project Manager's influence in giving merit raises (+)


o Team members hampered by unrelated assignments C-)


o Public became too involved (-)


o Government red-tape caused delays (-)


o Importance to parent - schedule (+) 
o Volume of paper work was excessive. (-) 
o Too much pressure from parent top management (-) 
o Importance to project manager - budget (+) 
o Project team participation in setting budgets (+)


o Extent of project structure revision (-)


o Importance to client - technical performance (+)



5.12 Analysis of Variance



While correlation analysis is a useful way of discover


ing that a relationship exists between two variables, it has



the disadvantage that it assumes the relationship to be con


tinuous and linear across the full range of both variables



being considered. Analysis of variance was used in order to



discover which variables were associated with project failure



but not with success, which were associated with success



but not with failure, and which were associated with both



success and failure -- linear and continuous.
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Considering the above, it was found that the presence



of the following project management characteristics strongly



affect the failure of projects; however, the absence of these
 


characteristics does not insure success.



o insufficient use of status/progress reports


o use of superficial status/progress reports


o inadequate project manager administrative skills


o inadequate project manager human skills


o inadequate project manager technical skills


o insufficient project manager influence


o insufficient project manager authority


o insufficient client influence


o poor coordination with client


o lack of rapport with client


o client disinterest in budget criteria


o lack of project team participation in decision-making


o lack of project team participation in major problem-solving 
o excessive structuring of project team 
o job insecurity within the project team


o lack of team spirit and sense of mission within the



project team


o 	 parent organization stable, non-dynamic, lacking strategic 

change 
o poor coordination with parent organization 
o lack of rapport with parent organization


o new "type" of project


o project more complex than the parent has completed previously


o initial under-funding 
o inability to freeze design early 
o inability to close-out the effort


P unrealistic project schedules


o inadequate change procedures 
o poor relations with public officials


o unfavorable public opinion 

While the above were found to be associated with project



failure, the following were found to be associated with success.



That is, the following were found to be necessary, but not



sufficient conditions for success.



o frequent feedback from the parent organization


o frequent feedback from the client
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o judicious use of networking techniques


o availability of backup strategies


o organization structure suited to the project team


o adequate control procedures, especially for dealing



with changes


o project team participation in setting schedules' and



budgets


o flexible parent organization


o parent commitment to established schedules


o parent enthusiasm


o parent commitment to technical performance goals 
o parent.desire to build up internal capabilities 
o project manager commitment to established schedules


o project manager commitment to established budget 
o project manager commitment to technical performance goals


o client commitment to established schedules 
o client commitment to established budget 
o client commitment to technical performance goals 
o enthusiastic public support 
o lack of legal encumbrances 
o lack of excessive government red-tape


o minimized number of public/government agencies involved



In addition to those factors which affect success or



failure, some were found to be linearly related to both success



and failure. That is, the presence of the following characteris


tics tend to improve the probability of success while their



absence leads toward failure.



o goal commitment of project team


o accurate initial cost estimates


o adequate project team capability 
o adequate funding to completion 
o adequate planning and control techniques 
o minimal start-up difficulties 
o task (vs. social) orientation 
o absence of bureaucracy 
o on-site project manager 
o clearly established success criteria 

5..13 Factor Analysis



Due to the large number of variables included in the
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study, the technique of factor analysis was used to reduce



the data to a smaller set of underlying dimensions. An



additional benefit-of the factor analysis technique is that



it allows us to see what the major dimensions are that com


prise the world of project management.



A noteworthy result of the factor analysis was the



large number of factors produced. This illustrates the



multi-dimensional complexity of the project management



"world". The factors'or underlying dimensions identified



include:



o Legal political environment


o Project Manager's authority and influence


o Strategic change in parent


o Success criteria clearity and concensus


o Task (vs. social) orientation -- primary


o Size of project


o Systems approaches


o Initial over-optimism and conceptual difficulty


o Bureaucracy


o Client contact's authority and influence


o Internal criteria


o Size of project team


o Social (vs. task) orientation -- secondary


o Private (vs. public) project 
o Perceived success of project (R)


o Project Manager's spatial distance


o Parent size


o Project team decision participation


o Parent 5-year growth 
o Public relations environment


o Competitive and budgetary pressure 
o Ease of coordination 
o Difficulty coordinating ith client 
o Project uniqueness, importance and public exposure (R) 
o Start-up difficulties (R)


o Perceived project complexity


o Buy-in strategy (R) 
o Coordination and relations 
o Networking techniques 
o Cost and schedule overrun 
o Adequacy of project structure and control 
o Internal capabilities buildup (R) 
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5.14 Correlation Using Factored Data



Of the 32 factors identified, Factor 17 provides an in


dependent measure of project success. 
 To examine the surface



relationships of the factors with success, the correlations



of Factor-17 and the remaining factors were considered.



Using product-moment correlation, it was found that the



following factors strongly affect success in the directions



indicated: 

o Coordination and relations (+)

o Adequacy of structure and control (+)


o Project difficulty and complexity (-) 
o Difficulty coordinating with client (-) 
o Project team decision participation (+) 
o Coordination difficulty (-)


o Project manager authority and influence (+)


o Clearly established success criteria (+)


" Project difficulty (-)


o Internal criteria (+) 
o Control techniques (+) 
o Legal-political difficulties C-) 

Although the relationships were not as strong, the



following factors were associated'with success in the directions



indicated.



o Bureaucracy (-) 
o Parent organization flexibility (+) 
o Client contact's authority and influence (-) 
o Social (vs. task) orientation -- secondary (+) 
o Parent 5-year growth (+) 
o Project Manager's spatial distance (-) 
o Size of project team (-) 
o Private (vs. public) project (+) 
o Routine-type project (+) 

5.15 Analysis of Variance Using Factored Data



"F-test" analysis of variance was performed on the factors
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with the success factor categorized by degree. This analysis



allowed the identification of non-linear relationships -- par


ticularly those associated onlywith failure.



Using "F-test" analysis of variance, it was found that



the following factors strongly affect the failure of pro


jects; however, "the absence of these characteristics does ndt



insure success (listed in order of importance).



o absence of project management planning and control


techniques



o poor client relations


o poor overall coordination


-oinherent project complexity


o absence of project team participation


o insufficient project manager authority and influence 
o ill-defined success criteria


'oexternal bureaucratic-political difficulties


o buy-in strategy


o poor public relations


o static -or undynamic parent organization 
o initial start-up difficulties 
o over-management by client 
o rigid parent organization



5.16 Regression Using Factored Data



Up to this point we have made numerous references to the



relationship or association of the various project character


istics and factors with project success. In each instance we



have been describing "simple" relationships, that is, the
 


extent to which variation in any one given characteristic or



factor tends to be associated with variation in success, with



no consideration given to the effects of any of the other



characteristics or factors. Simple relationships leave



unanswered the question of whether several variables, taken in
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combination, would explain a larger portion of the variance in



success than would any one variable by itself. Since we con


tend that project success results not from any one cause alone,



but from a combination of causes, a further test of the data



was necessary.



Multiple regression analysis provided this test. In



this analysis, the "perceived sulccess of project" factor was



used as the dependent variable, and the other 31 factors were



independent variables.



The analysis revealed that the seven strongest of the



independent variables, taken together, explained 91% of the



variation in the success factor. These seven factors, in



order of importance and with the direction of their effect



indicated, were the following:



o Coordination and relations (+)


o Adequacy of project structure and control (+)


o Project uniqueness, importance and public exposure (+)


o Success criteria clarity and concensus (+)


o Competitive and budgetary pressure (-)


o Initial over-optimism and conceptual difficulty (-)


o Internal capabilities buildup (+)



This analysis clearly supported the proposition that



project success is multiply caused rather than singly caused.



Furthermore, most of the factors listed above were things



which management had the potential ability to influence. This



result points forcefully to the importance of project manage


ment as a determinant of success by suggesting that relatively



less controllable factors such as the legal-political environ


ment, the on-going nature of the parent organization, and the
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behavior of the client, need not act as fatal obstacles to the



success of a well-managed project, nor will they make a success



of a poorly managed project. The regression analysis shows



that on most projects, the determinants of project success are



within the control of those who are managing and making 

decisions about the project.



5.17 Path Analysis 

Study of the above analyses suggest that the variables



considered in this study can be classified as being either:



I. EXTERNAL



II. PROCESS/EXTERNAL



III. PROCESS



IV. OUTPUT/PROCESS



V. OUTPUT



VI. SUCCESS



Their relationships may be illustrated as follows:



ii) ii.4I - .4v-4 > 
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Considering the preceding paradigm, path analysis was



used to study the interrelationships of the identified factors.



The result of the path analysis is a path model which illus


trates the complex set of interrelationships among factors -

indicating those which directly affect, as well as those which 

indirectly affect success. 

The path model developed, as shown in Figure 5.1, does 

much in achieving the stated purpose of the study -- "to 

determine the interactions of numerous project considerations



with particular reference to project performance"



5.2 Conclusion



The various statistical analyses described above yield



immediate conclusions regarding determinants of project



success. More important, however, are conclusions based upon



these analyses when considered collectively. When so con


sidered, more general and perhaps more important conclusions



can be formulated. In Chapter I the following conclusions



are developed:



5.21 	 Project Management is a complex mechanism containing


numerous variables of significance to project success.


There is no simple approach to insure project


effectiveness. Many factors contribute to project


success.



5.22 	 To achieve the potential success of a project it


is necessary to both a) encourage positive deter

minants, and simultaneously b) discourage negative


determinants.



5.23 	 The usefulness of project management techniques


lie in their judicious use. The limitations of


techniques used must be recognized and considered.


Appropriate techniques must be used in concert.





FIGURE 5.1 

PATH MODEL*



*See Figure 4.3 for more 
complete model. 
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5.24 	 Project Management is itself a complex system, and


only when so cdnsidered can otpimal managerial

techniques be developed and utilized effectively.



5.25 	 The factors affecting the success of projects


include factors over which little or no management


control is possible, discretionary factors which


can be controlled either within the project effort


itself or in the larger system, and end products


which serve as the basis for the determination


of degree of success.



5.26 	 Many determinants of success are established prior


to the time period during which a project is


conducted. As a result, the potential success of


a project is partially established prior to its


undertaking.



5.27 	 Many determinants of success or lack of success


are established by parties external to the project


team. As a result, the potential success of a


project is partially established by agents external


to the project team. The influence of the project


manager and project team is therefore limited to


factors which they can control.



5.28 	 Adverse environmental or "given" conditions do not


necessarily affect project success directly, but


often may be seen as affecting success through

their influence on other intervening conditions


and management processes. An adverse environ

mental or given condition can therefore be


avoided or overcome through astute identification


of those 	 factors which it tends to affect directly,

and through effective management action on those


factors.



5.29 	 The major variables which affect the success of


projects include:



Project Manager



o commitment to project goals


o authority and influence


o task orientation


o administrative skill 
o human skill 
o technical skill 
o early and continued involvement


o participation in goal setting and



criteria specification
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Project Team



o capabilities


o commitment to goals


o participation in



goal setting


setting budgets and schedules


major decision-making


problem solving



o early and continued involvement


o "sense of mission" 
o structural flexibility



Parent Organization



o coordinative efforts


o structural flexibility


o effective strategic planning


o rapport maintenance


o adaptability to change


o past experience


o external buffering


o prompt and accurate communications


o enthusiasm
 

o project contributes to parent capabilities



Client Organization



o coordinative efforts


o rapport maintenance 
o establishment of reasonable and



specific goals and criteria


o change procedures


o prompt and accurate communication


o commitment


o lack of red-tape


o prompt decision-making


o influence and authority of contact



Managerial Techniques



o judicious, and adequate but not excessive


use of planning, control, and communication


systems.



Pre-Conditions



o clearly established specifications and design
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o 	 realistic schedules


o 	 realistic cost estimates


o 	 avoidance of buy-ins 
o 	 avoidance of over-optimism


o 	 conceptual clarity


o favorable interface with legal-political



environment



5.3 Implications



Based upon the conclusions derived and the various



analyses it is apparent that the Client, Parent, and Project



Organizations can 
influence the success of project efforts.



The results of this study have specific implications for each



of these organizations, as summarized in Figure 5.2.



5.31 Client Organization



To create positive determinants of success and to



diminish negative determinants it is considered that the Client



Organization and/or Principal Client Contact should:



o Encourage openness and honesty from the start from


all participants.



o Create an atmosphere that encourages healthy, but


not cutthroat, competition or "liars" contests.



o Plan for adequate funding to complete the entire


project.



o 	Develop clear understandings of the relative


importance of cost, schedule, 
 and technical per

formance goals.



o Seek to minimize direct public participation and


involvement.



o Develop short and informal lines of communication


and flat organizational structures.



o 	 Delegate sufficient authority to the principal

client contact and let him promptly approve or reject

important project decisions.



o 	 Reject "buy-ins." 



FIGURE 5.2



STRATEGY GUIDELINES



Conceptual Phase (Before 
the Invitatons for Bad) 

Ecoaorage openness 	 and honesty from the 
start from all participants. 

Create an atmosphere that encoures 
healthy, but not cutthroat, competition 
or "liars' contests 4 
Plan for adequate funding to complete the 
entire project. 

The Client Organ- Develop clear understandings of the re
isation and/or lative importance of cost, schedule, and 
Principal Client 	 technical performance goals.

Contact 

Seek to minimize public panticipaton and 

involvement. 

Develop short and informal lines of con

municatmon and flat organizational struc
tures 

Delegate sufficient authority to the ari 
cipal client ccntact and let him promptly 
approve or reject important project del-I 
sions. 	 I 

Select, at an early point, a project 
manager with a proven track record of 
technical skills, human skills, and 
aemnistrative skills (in that order) 
to lead the project teen. 

The Parent Organ- Develop clear and workable guidelines 
ization .and/or for your project manager.
Principal Parent
Contact 	 Delegate sufficient authority to your

project manager and let him make 2m

portent decisions in conJunction with his 
key project team members. 

Demonstrate enthustesm for and ca
mitment to the project and the project 

Develop and maintain short and informal 
lines of communication with the project 

Insist upon the right to select your own, 
key project team members 

Select key project team members with proven 
track records 2n their area of expertise. 

The project Develop commitent nd a sense of missionManager and/or from the outset among project tem members. 
 
e ad/ore fmof 
 

the Project Seek sufficient anthority aid a projactised

Team form of organiationa structure, 

Coordinate frequently and constantly re-
Inforae good relationship. with the elier,,the parent, and 'your teem. 

Seek to enhance the public's image of the 
roject. 

Bid, Proposal, Contract Definition, 
and Negotiation Phase (Before Con
tract Award or go-ahead) 

Reject buy-ins." 

e£ceprompt declsions regarding contract 
award or go-ahead. 

DO not exert excessive pressure on the project 
manager to win the contract. 

Do not slash or balloon the xOject team's cost 
estimates.



Avoid "buy-ins." 
DDevelop close, but not medling, working rela
tionships with the principal client contact and 
the project manager. 

Call upon key project team members to assist 
in decision-making and problem solving. 

Develop realistic cost, schedule, and techni
cal performance estimates and goals. -

Develop back-up strategies and systems in anti
cipation of potential problems. 

Develop an appropriate, yet flexible and flat. 
projeat tem-orgenization structure. 

Seek to maximize your influence over people
and key decisions e--n though your formalauthority may not be sufficient. 

Implementation Phase (After 
Contract Award or go-ahead)



Develop close, but not meddling. 
working relationships with
project participants. 

Avoid arms-length relationships. 

Do not insist upon excessive re
porting schemes. 

ankeprompt decisions regarding 
chages. 

-

1 
E 

a workable and candid set 
of project plannin and control 
tools. 

~ploy 

Avoid pre-occupatio with, or 
Jover-reliance upon, one type

project control tool. 

Constantly stress the import

ance of meeting cost,. schedule 
and technical performance goals. 
Generally, give highest prior

ity to achieving the techni
cal performance mission or fune
tion to be performed by the project end-item.



Keep changes under control. 

Seek to find ways of assuring the 
job security of effective pro

ject team members. 

Plan for an orderly phase-out 

of the project 
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o Make prompt decisions regarding contract award


or go-ahead.



o Develop close, but not meddling, working relation

ships with project participants.



o 	 Avoid arms-length relationships.
 


o 	 Do not insist czon excessive reporting schemes.



o 	 Make prompt decisions regarding changes.



5.32 Parent Organization



To create positive determinants of success and to diminish



negative determinants it is considered that the Parent Organi


zation and/or Principal Parent contact should:



o Select, at an early point, a project manager with


proven track record of technical skills, human skills,


and administrative skills (in that order) to lead the


project team.



o Develop clear and workable guidelines for the project


manager.



o Delegate sufficient authority to the project manager
 

and let him make important decisions in conjunction


with his key project team members.



o Demonstrate enthusiasm for and commitment to the


project and the project team.



o Develop and maintain short and informal lines of


communication with the project manager.
 


o 	 Do not exert excessive pressure on the project 
manager to win the contract. 

o Do not slash or balloon the project team's cost


estimates.



o 	 Avoid "buy-ins". 

o Develop close, but not meddling, working relation

ships with the principal client contact and the


project manager.
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5.33 Project Manager



To create positive determinants of success and to



diminish negative determinants it is considered that the



Project Manager and/or Project Team should:



o Insist upon the right to select own key project


team members.



o Select key project team members with proven track


records in their area of expertise.



o Develop commitment and a sense of mission from the


outset among project team members.



o Seek sufficient authority and a projectized form


of organizational structure.



o 	 Coordinate frequently and constantly reinforce 
good relationships with the client, the parent, and 
the team. 

o 	 Seek to enhance the public's image of the project.



o 	 Call upon key project team members to assist in


decision-making and problem solving.



o 	 Develop realistic cost, schedule, and technical


performance estimates and goals.



o 	 Develop back-up strategies and systems in anticipation 
of potential problems. 

o Develop an appropriate, yet flexible.and flat, project


team organization structure.



o Seek to maximize influence over people and key


decisions even though formal authority may not be


sufficient.



o Employ 	 a workable and candid set of project planning


and control tools.



o Avoid pre-occupation with, or over-reliance upon,


one type of project control tool.



o 	 Constantly stress the importance of meeting cost,


schedule and technical performance 

goals.



o Generally, give highest priority to achieving the


technical performance mission or function to be per

formed by the project end-item.
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o Keep changes under control.



o Seek to find ways of assuring the job security of


effective project team members.



o Plan for an orderly phase-out of the project.



5.34 Future-Research



The primary purpose of this research was to investigate 

the determinants of project success in non-NASA projects. 

While many determinants of project mission success were 

identified, a somewhat unsettling finding was that effective



cost performance was not uniformly associated with mission



success.. In fact, the data revealed that mission-successful



projects more often than not show a cost overrun, often a



very substantial one. Questionnaire data provided by respond


ents during the study (most of whom were project managers)



showed, furthermore, that project success tends strongly to



be defined as adequacy of technical performance-and not as



adequacy of cost performance. Factor analysis of the data



revealed that technical performance and cost performance



were independent factors, with only technical performance



being strongly and positively related to overall project



success.



Although the study covered a wide range of project types,



ranging from construction projects to software development,



the phenomenon uncovered, namely the low priority given to



cost performance, is .one of particular note for those



managers who are becoming increasingly concerned about find


ing ways of improving cost performance without downgrading
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confidence in mission success.



While it tended to be true that cost overruns were



associated with mission-successful projects, this was not



universally the case. The large existing data bank, contain


ing quantified descriptions of more than 670 projects,, includes



many projects which were both mission-successful and cost


control effective. It appears reasonable, therefore, that



future research be conducted to determine those organiza


tional factors and managerial actions that differentiate



projects which are both cost and mission effective from those



that are not.



To 	 further the understanding of factors leading to



combined cost-mission effectiveness of project management,



and to facilitate the transfer of this knowledge into im


proved practices, future research should be conducted with



the following kinds of questions in mind:



1. 	 What mix of organizational and management factors



leads to mission success on projects where costs



are effectively controlled? What is the relative



importance of each of these factors and what



important interrelationships exist between these



factors?



2. 	 What factors most commonly lead to cost overrun



and upon what do these factors, in turn, depend?



Which of these factors are most readily subject to



management control? In what ways can the "givens"



(relatively uncontrollable factors which tend to
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have adverse effects on costs) be dealt with



effectively? What organization designs and manage


ment strategies were employed on projects which did



not show cost overruns despite adverse circumstances?



3. What are the differences in organizational and



management profiles among projects which have each



of the four outcome patterns, A, B, C and D shown



below?



Mission Success



High Low



Cost Control High A C 

Low B D
Effectiveness 
 

A comparison of outcome patterns A, B and C will



be of particular importance to future research efforts, since



the aim would be to distinguish project management techniques



from those
which lead to combined cost and mission success 
 

which lead to mission success at the expense of cost overrun



on the one hand, and cost performance at the expense of



mission success on the other.
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Research conducted by methods designed to answer the



above questions and to reveal determinants and interrela


tionships which were not anticipated by the present analysis



will yield a revised model having direct policy and action



implications for the management of both NASA and non-NASA



programs and projects.





APPENDIX A



QUESTIONNAIRE
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT SURVEY



principal investigators: 

Bruce N.Baker, D.P.A. 
David C.Murphy, D.B.A. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH


Boston College


Chestnut Hill



Massachusetts 02167



1973 



PROJECT MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT SURVEY


The questions in this survey 'ar directed toward your experience on 

Otte wuique Itrolert which has been conmpleled within the past ive years. 
Please select a project with which you were very familiar. The questions 
are designed to be answered by Project Managers. Project Team members. 
or omeone ele who was intimately familiar with a specific project. 

If a question is not applicable to the project you have selected. or if 
you cannot answer a question for any reason, skip it, or cross it out 'file 
important aspect of this survey is to have everyone respond to as many 
questions as possible. 

The answers and results of the survey will be treated such that 
anonynity is preserved as to the source of the information. It you wish to 
receive the results of the survey, please write your name and address on 
the enclosed card. The card is designed so that you can include it In the 
envelope with your completed questionnaires: or if you prefer, you can 
mail it separately. In either case, your name or the name of your 
organization will not be associated with your questionnaire responses 

The questions are designed to permit rapid responses. In most eases. 
you can merely check the appropriate box, or place a vertical slash mark 

at the most appropriate point In cases where quantitaive data is 
requested, exact answers are not necessary, knowledgeable estnnales and 
apprornnatonswill sutffie. It any question is not dIear, please answer it 
in the best way you can 

It you wish to elaborate or clarify your response. write in the margins 
or use the Lommelits page at the back of the survey booklet. After 
answering the specific questions in the survey. if you think anything has 
been omitted, or if there is any special thing about the project, 
management environment to which you have directed your answers, 
please write these on the comments page or enclose additional sheets. 

Your response is needed If you have any questions or problems, please 
call collect to 

Dr Bruce N. Baker


or



Dr. David C Murphy


(617) 969-0100, 

Extension 812 or 2479 
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PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF Tills SURVEY 

PROJECT TEAM relers to all project personnel it/rn, thfe Parent Organization. whether or not they are under the Project Manager 

PROJECT ORGANIZATION reftrs to the Project Tea) plum all sUbccntraLtors and other external organizations working on the Project 

PARENT ORGANIZATION refers to ill liersonnel in the lerarchical structure above tie level of the Project Manager but within the same overall organization. 

CLIENT ORGANIZATION refers to tie princpaI organization or individual which sponsored, approved, and funded the Project For internally 
funded projects, the ClientOrganization may be a subset of the Parent Organization or the Parent and Client Organizations may be one and the same 

Two typical arrangemhents df these organizations are depicted 'below Many other arrangements are possible 

EXTERNAL CLIENT ARRANGEMENT INTERNAL CLIENT ARRANGEMENT 

PARENT PARENT ORGANIZATION


ORGANIZATION



PROJECT MANAGER'S .- PROJECT MANAGER'S 
SUJPERIOR - LETSUPERIOR CLIENT 

-IRNAOORGANIZATION 

PROJECT CLIENT I CLIENT 
MNGRMANA.GER CONTACTMNAE 

-PROJECT PROJECT


TEAM I TEAM



I PROJECT ORGANIZATION I PROJECT ORGANIZATION 

EXTERNAL IEXTERNAL I


PARTICIPATING PARTICIPATING



ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS


FOR EXAMPLE 
 FOR EXAMPLE: 

SUBCONTRACTORS SUBCONTRACTORS I


CONSULTANTS I CONSULTANTS



------- --- I...............
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Which of the following best describes tileproject activity or end 
product. the client or oIrcv of funds, your individual role, the nature of 

of the following terms best 
the project, the competitive environment. ad the nature of tie contract Nature of the Project Wluich 

describes theorglaniational structure of 
or agreenment 	 th Project Team as it eoisted during theEssentially, was the overall Project, 

peak activity period of the Project?Public anNatute
For each of the following please check the box witch best applies 

Private in Natere 	 Pure Furnctional-Pojed Maager, if 

Project Activity or End Product Your Individual Role any, was merely the focal point for 
0 mnlunitlom, he had no author. 

slytodrectpeople otherthanbyU ACenstructior Project Ifon Project Team 	 per suasion or reportmng to Ins own" 
 
Competitive Environment 

[] Profect mnageHardware. Equipment, or Apph- El sole source 	 sproEJance Development E] M..ag"r mnProject Team 

rgeWeak Matei-Project MNb waisFn AFood, Drug, or Soft Goods the focal point for wnrols,hc did
Devlupmcnt 	 ] Project Team-Tchical Invitation for Vid-Lanited 

Competition 	 . not actively direct the work of 

Scaled others.C3 ANewoa Improved Prcerssor j] ProjectTeam-Admistrative Bid-Open Compettion 

LWSoftware Development 
 Li Setdth-OeeCmetto 

] A Service or Test r iche ipeiry [ Unsolicted Proposal Strong ?Atrix or Notalkly, Projec-

A Study If in PotentOfnntibon in-House Project tlized-projet Matier was the 
focal point for drectansanl con-

C] Othe _ __ f Projectm sessuipenir Other nrOlhe may have had sonse,egi

ro] ( ial) 0 	 rtering and control personnel 
reporting to him on a line bass,SMaenager in rtn Oganiations while remainder of the Project 

was located admimastativelynSour of Fiunds ElOther-Tm 
in other departments.

ature of Contract or Agreement
Npe"ity[ Federal Covernment-Difemse 	 Price type Contract-jitot
FedralGovsimll-protro Cien OrutiaitoruFixed 

Fxed ortPenalties
 rojeclized-Project Manager badncentPrie yoes] FedaGovernnti-Spce inCient Oraiation: 
FederalGoviemnt -Other ] Owverr c 	 most of the essential demnts of] 	 Top Executive Officer 	
 

Fe Fixed Price type Contract-With the Projec Team under him 

] Principal Client Contact or ctient'tns Incentives or Penalties
[] State Gvernment 

ldfeFJLocal GovernmentCntcinlet 	 Cost Reimbursement Type Con- Fully Nrojectized-Froject Mamgr 
La G tCnicali Oraization- 0 tract (e g, cost-plusied-fee,or 
 r - had almostallof the employe=s 

hmplus-incetive )whow
Your Parent Organization or In. Tehia 

Contact in Client Organization- 5 Cost-Sharing Type Contract 
Hoos Funds 	 E3 

L.4Administrativye 
vsin ofthe Partt- ] O hr[ 	 lot
- ra iztoAntherTD 

D In-House Work Order or Budgetaryistrative 
Aoteriii Parentn [f Ote 
___________________other Allocation 

Another Corporation or .ndividuat I[] Otlir


Client Ifinany otherolrgan Ipleasr apeiry)
taion 
 

O 	 Other _______y _ It 
tp"iterspeeiv ii(fyttseciy 
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Listed below are some of the more common tools and techniques

associated with Project Management If a particular tool or technique was 
not used, skip the corresponding question For each one used, please Extent Used 
indicate on the respective scales. VeCeaesl Etentl SxmIExtenft comldextent GrtntLit Extent E....rt ass~ent 

-the extent to whilch the tool or technique was used in managing the System management
projectndprand i I I I I I I iI I I
projec. andconcepts and proce

-the salte of the tool or technique in contributing to the attainment dures (e.g., systems 
of the goals of the project analysis, life cycle Value 

planning, systems engi- Among alow Abut Above Amonl 
Least Aconfiguate Average Most 

eenng, configuratton Valuable I Value in Value I Value Valuable 
Extent Used management, etc.).

Very Littl Small Some Cntnldaeablel I1 1Extent Extent Extent Extent Extenl 

Bar charts, Gantt I I I I 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 III I I 
charts, or milestone Value 
charts. A.ng sliOW About Above Among 

Le .t Aerage Average Alerase Most 
Valuable In Veitn In Value en Value Valuable Extent Used 

Ve. Iittle Small Soe Coniderable Great 
Extent Extent Extent Extent .cnti 

I I I I IOperations researchtechniques (e g., linear Value 
programming, simula- Among Salow About Abova Among

Extent Used Ien. tc ). Least Average Aver,. Avra.e Most 
Very ltle Small Some considerable Great Valuable In Value In Value In Value Valuable 
eet Ext entExen Extue Extent 

Netiog sy'stem~s l l ~ l l I lfor 
schedule and/or cost 
control (.gs., PERT, Value 
CPM, PERT/COST, Anmon Slow About Aba,, Among
bc.) Least Average Avera. Avralle MastValuable In Value I Value In Value Valuable 

111111Extent Used 
VeYLittle Small so.. Coniderable det 
E Extent Ent Extent Extaent Exelnt 

Extent Used Status and/or progress Value 
Very.ittle Small Some Consderable Grat reports. Among DetO About Above Arn.
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Least Avarage A.e.. Aerage Most 

Work breakdownstnic- II I I IValuable In Value InValue InVau ValuableILLI JIL ] I [I LLJ
ture concepts and pro- Value
cedures (e.g., work Among Bliow About Above Among 
package matrices). Least Average Aveage Aveage Most 

Valuable in Value in Value In Value Valuable 

II ll 11 I l l I[III 1 1 43 
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How frequently were status and/or progress reports prepared? 

From the Project to tileParent Organizatoon 
0 Weekly 0 Monthly 0 Quarterly 0 Semi-Annumlly [ Annually 

o Other jpe sp ) 

From tie Project to the Client Orgarnzatton"' 
 
D Weekly 0 Monthly 0 Quarterly 0 Sem-Anaually C3 Annually 
 

o Other _____I __ ____
(tin h-enity) 

were sfbmil teeo ts Almst Sldo. Sooetimns Usually Almost 

to the Parent Org"niza. 
timn, how often did the 
Project I I III I I l I I I 1 F 1TenmI 
feedback from the 
parent Orgaiznation 

After formal report, Almot seldomo soninr,,l Uivlly Atami 
were submted to the ".l, Always 
0Cn Organization, il i
how often did the Frowet enmrecilve . 1LLJI LLLII 
feedback from the 
Client Organiation' 

*Please note that there is always a Client Organization. Please answer all 
the Client questions, even though the Client is internal to the Parent 
Organization, 

When the effort was initiated, to what extent was it considered 
necessary to advance the state-of-the-art to meet the objectives of the 
project?



Advance inSt;aeof-tlhe-Art 

v.s, Lite A Litl' So.e Cens.a.nbs A O-0 Mar 

I I I I 
! 
 

When this project was initiated, bow much experience did the Parent
Organization have with projects of similar scope? 

Experience with Scope of Project 

Very Listlu A Lill$. Sam. Cnl1sbl. A Great 01 

Was this project effort smaller or larger in scale than most projects withwhich the Parent Organization has been involved' 

MIfc Somewhat About Soss,.wtt Mveh


Smahit Sm"t. Avwr 0.t "r L.r,-
Sn&ait Is,Scab~ itsSct. is, Scale i*Sat. 

I I I I 
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Listed below are a number of eonditson,. kill, services. etc that may Were project-related decisions made at the most appropriate level 

have contributed directly to the effective performance of the Project within the overatl organzlation" 
Team Please rate the adequacy of each of these conditions, skills, and 
services during the life of the project with respect to effective 

fTeyfor Tendency for Tendency fo,perf'ormance Usually at Leels$ Otislons to be Decile ose.he Deisions to b 
A11prec1.,1e Higher Made Higher Than Made at Their Made It Levl. 

Than Wher Most Where Mort Most Appropriate Lower Than Whire 
Appropriate Approprite Lewils Molt Appropriate 

Very Fairly Fairly More rTianI 
.dequaten Ad.qua.e I t I t I 

The Project Manager's [ I 
techmcal skills. II I I i I I 

The bulk of projeet-related decisions were made 

oy the By Ie.T PrrojtM.r....ect Manager- ta lM ' Thle Poject Manal,g" i IAt Leveis in Co.ntunstin In ConjunctiOn By the
administrative skills I'I III t1lt Ill Above the With hi. By the With the Protect ProjeetProt~et Manalge. superior Pro)ject Manager Ta ea~t T~mMm4r 

Ii iI ii iiIiiiI I 
The Project Manager~s, 
"human sklle nsI I I1 I I I I 11 I I To what extent did the key Project Team members participate in the 

following processes" 

To To To To Toa


VeY Litett .mi .ome Conelderble Very Oret



The capability of the I I I I Est't Exten extent LExtent Et'nt


Pr+'oject Tam. I JI I It I I I I . 

The Sense Of mission
pervading the Project


Team. I I IIitII t I It It I MajorProblemSolving I 1 I I I



The commitment of all 

personnel n the Pro

ject Titani to fulfillingI i I I [

project goals wthn i lit II I I SettingSchedulesaIt t -I I tnd ItI I I 
limits 

The physical facilities I I e g s II I
allocated to the project, lilt 11I i t 11II III III I Set I I I1 IdgeI I I II it I ItI 
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can differ from his ,lue'reA Project Manager's pu-niot aut/rit 
Even i the Project Manager did not posess the Formal authority to nmake 

have been aoing the most inllfentialcertain deceirom., hle lmay Fri,,l Athrity
contriblltors to these decisions Convcrsely, a Project Manager could have 

ViFY Lilt A Looi So. Conisswabe' A Got Dea1 
l he among tie least A ho t .. 1Ai ilauthority. but he could u tor t Authority yhad consitrabe formal A Lut.rY 

nfl eittila contributor to the decision process. 
I
I I I I I 

lhow ichisorl athority and flluenc did tihe Project Manager 
S~cctl key Project Influtene 

ii ttinititlhave over each of tle following dectons' . aviet AVlnr Aritlt Mot. Aba1iAmnl Ueow AboutTeam personnel' int Alto. 

I in ... . . Inutn....
Ini..nhal it, Itl..... . 
Fornim] Authority 

)A iUtie S.o.. Cost...... A qr.1 ... 
V.. tauS. I i 
Authority Authoity Autihority I Authorityy Authoriy
 

merits ~ 111I1'I1IrsotctIos I I I:III 
Relaxing technical 

M..tOS A c... 
 
men or pecieato L.tt Avra.. Ai.r.8 A.C
Ariqui- e 

t. oolunthli



fillul..10.1 lln t . 10F 
 Fnchl Authority 
V " AtLAait Soan ConiltrtItWi A GI** Vl0 

AuLIharil at AuthoityAuthity~i A4th,it
I IAuthrity-LL LLL UIL 

Influnc
s suolectn 
coantractol A..Oir Otiow AsI0 A". itohy

Formal Aithoity AVIll. Wofoth, 
Co.1d.u1bit'A GCeat Dill LIM 

Very ln"i, Snal Some i ,- ... t i i .os...i 
.... rh.i.. Au o..t n Authority t.t 

.. 


l 
I 11 Il t II ilitOef il


oretInfuen


*lh~ll I It II 

Auhrr Ahot Miloninfluence 
t etsl 'About AbocAupnt t B.ow 


Jiiai
i i'"I.....I
Mnti in'ti-tft.t...... 

Format Authorsty 
° uii I or~tAitbuit uatrtft A ,..IitA 

Anthoity iuiobfu trl 
AIVVY HRA I= vil . nullLit ii
 A
lrO l[


3555lliisaptri Anthri ut' Afloge 

1.0 About Abrt Art.ltMlInfuce 
lii Sme Ciiiittlt A .'D*ilAiol mrt Ai ,.,.tIiJ lul~lr llunituAtitS DCetiTnn illt n ftVO Formsl Authrityll l Tn L ent An ...ii il t A1- 1 

th itt Atloth1infutilutschduesnitYt AililtlA 

tantobges dinfluencetor 
Ant' Oio A..sh 
 Abovt AhlOTSM.O1
 
Lest' An.'tg. An.1 Av.d.ent liii., .. 
 

orgial~idttsOi 
schedules' 

14%
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A Client Contact's Jormal aut/u ri can differ frot his infjl n'e Even Organisations and departments differ in their degree of structure. Some 

it the Client Contact did not possess (lie formal authority to make certain ire highly structred. with clearly defined roles and reportingdecisibn . he may have been among the most nfluent!al contributors to relationslup Others are very unstructured, with ambiguous roles and few 
these decisions. Conversely. a Client Contact could have had considerable hierarchical levels. 
formal authority, but he could be ambong the least influential contributors 
to the decision process. To what degree are the following organizations structured? 

hw nitu h ]orinal author, and inflewnie did the principal Client 
Contact have over, 

Highly 	 very 
Ftrorcnl Authority 	 slirUluea slumeH Unstructured Unitructured 

vie Little A Little, Some Corsiderabie A Oreit al I he Parent I I [Authority Authority Authority Authiority o Auiholtr Organization III 

I I 1 I I- I 
Relaxing technical 
performante require- Influence 
ments or specifications 	 Among Below About Above Among Most
Least Average Average Antrl .. ia Wighi Very



m i i . isn .sitIenceinint.e.. Structured Struciured Unstructured Uns tructured 

I I iI I II I II ITI I he Project Team 

Formal Authority 
Very Little A Little Some Considerable A Gree Dea. In terms of degree of structure, how different from each other were theAuthority Authority Authority Authority Of Authority groups or departments in the Parent Organization which were directly 

II IIII II 1I I I I I I ivle ntirjc* 
Approving sub-	 Influence 
tontraLtorS? Amon, celow About Above Amont, Mo,;

Least Average Average Average ifi ugnilal. Little Some Quite a A sirete Very
influential Inn nfluene- orno Offerenre sitof Oalof crelteal 

oflkecI 1I	 oerecg ifference DiggrenceII l [II 1 	II 	 I ltI II I I I11111 1111 1 11 1 11 

Formal Authority 
Very Little A Little Some Censiderabie A ores DOl


Authority Authority Authority Authority of Authority



Authorizing budgei 	 Influence 
ovrmmns Among Bglow About Above Among Moot 

Least Avergi. Average Average ir fier tall


inflountl In Iofuee In Influence in Inlnnice
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What point on the scale best describes the relations between or among 	 Different group%and organizations handle conflicts and disagreements 
the different organizations or individuals associated with the project', 	 in various way' Using the code letters given below, please indicate your 

impression of the mot requet and the teivttltol freqouent way in which 
conflicts were handled during the project within the groups Indicated In 
the right-hand column. 

Almost nalS,thn Ass.". Siewhat Almnst


FUt A11r1 Sound o f. cWmpif1


sIty tiont ro.i. ulrkthiow, OteatoWtCura TO 
Among terou, 	 Get 6, 1. Febti. I. R.Iti. 	 Code bete~r 
congtiu t deari 	lC 	 S  Smoothing over dffere ses by working to majintain harmony. 

mcis within the Parent I 	 I [LI
Organization. 	 F - Forceful decision-making by the most senior or most powerful 

person or persons involved. 

C - Compromise. Finding a middle ground which "tpiths the difference" 
belween colending factions, 

Between the POOjct 
Manager and managers 0 -. Open Confrontianor the aspecttsand causes of disagreement by
of LontRnbuting depart- those involved untd conoensus was readied. 
mens within the Parent t F I I 
Organizatio. W - Withdrawal front contliti Conffits and disagreements tended riot 

to be expressed. 

Most Frequent Next Most 
Method Used Frequent 

Method Used Lammon of ConflictBetween the Project
Maanager and theprnci
pal Client Contact. II 

ilanth e Parent Organization Ingeneral. 

thnm Client Oranizatuon ingeneral. 

Between the Project
Mansager and tat se 1i 1 1 -sr Wfitmn the Project Team. 

nor In the Paent II 

Orgauization 


Between the Project Team and the 

Parenit Organization 


Betwoe the Project Between the Projecl Team and the


Manager and the Princi Client Organization
 

pal pubdli ofcials I


with who he hadto liii i ttI I l 1 1 1


work,
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Pleawc indic te tihe degree of difficulty e6perncled by tile Project 

Team with rebpect to the following 

Veey Little 
flittleutty 

A Little 
viffl"ulty 

Somte 
tuittiuty 

ca.. 
ortvy 

..bit A G., t Oea 
afalttalaw 

Deim the 1119of 
the project in clear, 
ntrahailermo. I I I I 

Obtarnin the neLesiary 
Patent.apOrganiztilotIs I. nit° , I I Ll lit I. r iate the I I l I I 

project. 

obtaining the n.cess.ry 
Client 4X~giniat ion t!IiI 
funding approvll tolit i ] L-11 1111 'i 
begin the projetltffor,. 

Metting the technical I I 
rCqirmcifts Of th 
project. 

Maitingthe Pir°ject [ t [ 
chedules. I I 11 I1 Ioeb 

g y lt~ ~ 
onimalproject badget.LL I I IW I lI I I I I I
Slaying wfithmn the S t ]M ttg n t e 

peopl on ..I... ~Maintaining 
elseproject Tamn. I A JL-L L-

Obtaining sufficient i IouI I 
funding to WoIplete .,.1 I Iffort. 
th project. 

Verylj.ttv A itl St. Oo.lldr.it A GCet 0*0 

Cooriniatiilg with lhs'.ii t t t t 

Lient Oganization. I I" i I I I I 

W the 
Coordnatng Wh. the 
Patent Orpanantuo. I I I I I 

coordma(Ing aong jL 1 A 1LLl i t ,1I tII I I JprItNoject Team nembrs 

Frcenngthedealanon 
1111111S vedul. 

Marnimntng rapport
with the Patent 

Organisation. 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

M"u, ta n rap lot 

with the Client 
O'glintzation. I 

l U
i 

[ 
I I 

11 
I 

aIitnn goo 

(Ion. with reughbort I
the generalarefteo nt 

roJe~l site, 
I II 

ate a nra g g oo d rels -
oI ItIcos wil l I Ig -a- W 

pant officials 
pjc h ,• I I III I~ I~ILl I III 1 I II 

publit 
good rek

111 1 11littllltl 

Osen out the Protect 
WeIli I L I L 
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lo, niuch oh Very Little A Lite Some Considerabe AGreat Do.t 
coUtJS gene ay Very rtheinsecurity Vasgeeatiy lii I I I I I

attributed to part;c 

patton on this Project I I I I I II II I I I 
Team? 

TO . To . To To . To .To what extent did l Very Little Small Some Coitderable Very Great 
Extent Extent Extent Extent txtent 

up of new capabilitiesfor fuure use y the I I[II IIIIFow 
Parent Organization? 

To . To. To To. To 

To what extent was top Very Little Small Some Considerable Very Great 
niaeagenent of the Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Parent Organization I I 
consistentlyenthustas 1 Ii1ticabout and L7.o...tted to, the project? 

To . TO . To To. To .To what extent was the Vol:Lit to Small Some Considerable Very Great
Extent Extent Extlent Extent Extent 


Orgaaaational sinitture I I I I 
of the project revised . I 
throughout the Ife of i Il I I iiI I I I I 
the project' 

To. Toa To Toe Tot 
To what extent was very Little Small Som Considerable Very Great 
that portion of the Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent 
general public, Whsth I I I i i 

Was, failarwihjh II II IIwas familiarwith the IJJJJ2111A11JIIJL 
project, enthusiastic
about it? 

TO a TO a To To, To, 
Very Little Small Some COnsiderable Very Great 

To what extent did Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent 
controversy arse as to I I I I I 
the emironmmnta I11I I I I I I It i I 
impact of the proje't 

If any artclei regard)ng Very Neutral o Very
proje.t appeared in Unfrlortable Utilfavor.bte Unbialed Fae...bit Faor. blis,aesnot ouse1111

ndwrspapm. .l miga


I 
-organs)

I I I I I I I I I 
was the 1over

age generally favorable 
or unfavorable 

H much do you agree or disagree with each of the followingstatementsw 

Neutral 

Strongly or Mixed Strongly 

The project was too 
Disagree lagree Falaings Agree Agree 

restrict ionemberes by eg I'1 I 11111 I 111111 

Governmntal "red 
tape" caused many 
delays. ,ll I [ I I [ 111111 

Theongnalcostesi
mates were much toooptitt'stic. lII II III II IIII III 

Top raanajement of the 
Parent Organization put I I I I 
too much "pressure" I II I II I I I I 
on the project 

25D 
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How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
neual11 
or Mixed strongly Strongly 

Netral 
or Mixed Strongly 

All things considered. 
the project was a 
success. 

Olsigree Ol..gree 

I I I I 

Feclings 

Fill 

Agree 

Ill I 

Agre. 

I I I 

Cost estimates for this 
project were Intentdon
ally undereitimtcd. 

olagre 

I I I 

O 

I 

a.. 

l I I 

F.lln 

I 

Alr.s 

I I I I 

Agr. 

i 

The public became too 
involved in the project. I I II 

I I 
II I 

TheTheProject Team never 
became a true 'team" I II 

I I I 
11II I 

I 
I 

Too many government
alagencies were involv-l 
ed intheproject. J I I I I I I I I I I I I 

The Project Manager 
knew from the start 
that the schedules I I I I I 
could never be met. 

Too much politics was 
involved in the award 
of ills proJectL I I I I I' 

I I I 
I 

The Project Manager 
never had enoughod -

I I I 
job properly. 

[ I 
I I 

I 
I I I I I I 

I 
i 
I I I I 

The com p etition to"cutthroat" t 
obtain this project was"cutthroat." as 

i 
I" Ipr 

II I 
I I 

I 
i i I r [ 

i T h s t p of r je t ine' tompl°Pex nI'lr 
becoming more andtyp ofo o e ct IsI I I 
today senvironrment. 

I I [ [ II [ 

The volume of paper- IIExtended delays of I 
work on the p,rject important decisions ii l i 

operation&. 

Numerous problems 
wer encountered be
cause this project was 
significantly different 
than previous projects, 

I J 

i 

JjJ 

i 

j J jjj i . i j 

Siatus/progress reports 
were generally m re 
optimistid than war
ranted with respect to 
the true status of the 

jjjIj jJJJ3Jjj Iljj ij iJJJ 

project 
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How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following 	 Please indicate how important each of the following criteria was to the 
statements? PARENT ORGANIZATION: 

NeutrI T m stw Ah. Amoni Mt 

P.oject Tar memberM Stronuly iSrnly Sr AV r*a In Avif|Si In Most Of Crillal Critical 
Dh arn Felings Air.. Asr. impotant. Imp rtaic. ntp.t.nt InPipranc Coitirlonwere often hampered 01.ar1 

by work assignments I I I Meeting the scheduled I I I 
not related to the I I ii completiondate, I h iI I llII 
project. 

Alternative back-up 
strategies and systems Staying within the I I I I I 
were generally available I budget,.11lmnca slgnficantptob- [ I II I I I I II I [] [		 1 t' I li ll! 
em were enc .untered 
on the project 

Aclueving the specifiedPersonal and informal 
relations of key roject I I I I technicalpIf1n1c 

Team members sup- goals. 

ported the formal 

project effort. 


The Project M Obtaining follow-on II I I I 

consistentlyecxhiiteda w111 111 1111
iork.1 	 1111 
'get the job done' i Ii I II I Ill I 
philosophy. 

Improving the capabdi-
The project turned out ty of the Parent Organi- l I I 
to te much moe con- I I I I nlionto erfo(nthis ,,,, ,, ,,1 ,, ,,,, ,,1 i


plex than initially 111111111 [111111 1 I I type of project.


conceived.



Please indicate how important each of the following intena was to the 
CLIENT ORGANIZATION:' 

.low Ao.l AmOn Most 
The governmeAvray . in A,.." In Most of Critical Critical 

m mc In;iartanci Important Impott'nce C'it"Iontoo much control over [I [ I I I I 
ths type of project.		 Meetingthescheduled I I I I 

completon date. I1 F 1-' 111111111 I ll 

The procedures for 
controlling and Imple. [ I Staying witun ihe [ I F 

menting changes were I I 1I II Ill I 
Inadequate. budget. 11[] i I I I I 1111 

New forms of coopera-	 Ahieving the specified I II 	 AchI 
tion betweengont I I 	 technic performance [I III I[govern~hical 	 peformnie
ment and industry are III III IIal 

for this type
necessary 
of Project in the future. 

"Please answer this Section even though the Client Organization is internal 
to the Parent Organization. 
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Plea'te indicate how important cach of the following criteria was to the 
PROJECT MANAGER: 

Below Above Among Most
Average i. Average in MOlt O Critical Critical 
importance Importance Important Imorlane Criterion 

Meeting the scheduledI I I I 
tom pletion date. I I I II I I I I I I I I I I 

N, 
 

Slaymg wlm the K I I I I[ 
I 

Atlueving the speiled I I Itcchmt~al per formance 
goals.nIe I I I [ iII I 

Obtaining follow-on 

work. Ob a ~ ~ i g t i l w - nv] II I 1II 

Improving the capabili

ty of the Parent Oigani' 1 11 1 

zation to performtitsous IIi Iit [lti IiIl IIItype of project. 

In general, how satisfied were the following groups with the outcome 
of the project' 

Neutral
Very Di$. Fairly fis- or Mixed Fairly Very
satiefied satittied Feeliego Satlilied Satisfied 

The parent I I IOrgataztion. Ii 1111II1 II I1 1 1 Ii I 

The Cliett11 
Organization. Il ILI. II.I.I I I t 

The ultimate users, 
recipients, or clientele 
(e.g. the tenants aI Ibuilding, users of'equlp- I, 

ment,or recipients Of a 
scarvie).

The
hojeta.oo

IIIll 1 I III 111 115 

During the project'. peak activity period, how satisfied were the 
Project Team member' with the organizational structure of the Project? 

N,.e al 
very Cahd Fairly01 . or Mixed Fairly Very 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
 I I I I I I I I I I I I 

How satisfied was the Project Manager with the project planning and


control systemN 

Very lia' Fairly oil- or MIx Fairly Very 
satisfled tatilsilid Feeling, Salistied Satiaied 

Did the end result ol the project adequately fulfill the technical 

performance nssion or function to he performed" 

rely Adp~ulall. Adeantll~ylead.cul Ileader, 


ery e idy Fairly V ery 
II 1 Iua AIuieiy 

Approximately how long did the project last? 

Approximately how long was the original scheduled time duration


for the projeci?



(months) 

Wh~at was thic opproxinmate total cost or the project' 
What was the approximate original total budget for the project? $ _ 

If you did not answer the two preceding questions concerning costs 

because of the confidential nature of the information, please calculate the 
percentage budget overrun for this project. using the following formula. 

Final Total Expenditures


'Origiinal Total Budget



1.53
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Please indicate the rotal travel time required (include all walking. 
driving. flying) trom the Project Manager's principal office until in the 
pr'esence of. 

The bulk of tie Project Team, minutes 

or hours 

mmutesThe Project Mantager's Superior in the Parht 
Organationavy 


or hours 

rcipal Osent Contact. minutesThe pIn 

or _______hours 

The project
 minutes
site. 


t- hurs 


For the peak proect period, please estimate. ouFin 

Number of echnrfar Project Team personnel 

Number ofiodmistmtalin Project Team personnel. 

Number ofother Project Team personnel. 

What percentage of the total budg&tof the Parent 
Oirpinicio. was allocated to the project during ts

"peak" actiit period? % 

What percentage of the total project budget was 

allocated to exernal orgarmuittons (se.g, subcontractors. 

consultants, etc.)' 17,



How many times was the principal Project Manager 
replaced' ______ 

Please indicate that indutry nth which the Parent Organzation is 
prmurdy.issreoted. 

EF Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 

[]Mng 

Construction
JJ General Building Contractors 
[]Ge n ruilding Cotractors 

Construction Contractors


"-Spcaai Trade Contractors



Mnufact rnig 

fOurabe 

[DNondurable 

nTransportation and Public Uldittes 

5wloesle and/or Retail Trade 

Ral Trae
ane ano 


jJFinance, Insurance. Real Estate 
OStivwes 


Government,Covernmert 

Federal 

[JState


0 Local__


[Other

tl PeI nPhetiiv)
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)uring tlie pJt ive years, to what extent have there been nalor By approximately what percentage has the Parent Organization grown 

inodfh'hations in tile ollowilng areas ol' the Parent Organiatuon (+ or -) in tie past five years? 

To. To. To To, To a

Very Little Small SoM ContIdtrable Very Great Sales

Extant Extant Etxtent Emtent £xtent



Product. (or selvies) I I I [ Assets % 

sold. I1I111 ll III li1t1I11 l 


Products % 

Employees %


Marketing (or dislnbu- I I I I I


tlion) techniques. [ I r 1 [ 
 I I I Direct Customers _7. 

Processing, constwtlt. p I Please estimate the following information concerning the Parentjag. or manufactunng Organization for 1972: 
method. I II 

Total number of employees


Dollar amount of R&D IiTotal number of hne manageral employees

effort. u Tee 

Total number of staff employees 

Total dollar sales S 
Direction of R&D 
effort. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
Approximately what percentage of the Parent Organization's annual 

budget is allocated to Research and Development activities? '/ Please enclose your completed questionnatres in the accompanying 
envelope and mail to' 

Dr. Bruce N Baker 
Project Management Research 

P.O. Box A 155 
Campus Mail Room 

Boston College 
Chestnut Hill. MA 02167 



COMMENTS 

Use tie space below tor writing any additional comments you have about 
any of tie qluestions in the survey or about any matter not included in the 
survey Enclo.sc additional sheets if necessary. 
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APPENDIX B



ITEM LISTING



1 Project Activity or End Product 

2 Client or Source of Funding 

3 Respondent's Role 

4 Public vs. Private Project 

5 Competitive Environment 

6 Nature of Contract or Agreement 

7 Project Team Organization 

8 Extent Bar, Gantt, and Milestone Charts Were Used 

9 Value of Bar, Gantt, ahd Milestone Charts Were Used 

10 Extent Network Systems Were Used 

11 Value of Network Systems Were Used 

12 Extent Work Breakdown Structures Were Used 

13 Value of Work Breakdown Structures 

14 Extent .Systems Management Concepts Were Used 

15 Value of Systems Management Concepts Were Used 

16 Extent Operations Research Techniques Were Used 

17 Value of Operations Research Techniques 

18 Extent Status and Progress Reports Were Used 

19 Value of Status and Progress Reports Were Used 

20 Report Frequency -- To Parent 

21 Report Frequency -- To Client 

22 Feedback Frequency -- From Parent 

23 Feedback Frequency -- From Client 
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24 Initial Importance of State-of-Art Advancement



25 Parent Experience With Similar Project Scope



26 Project Larger In Scale Than Most



27 Project Manager's Technical Skills



28 Project Manager's Administrative Skills



29 Project Manager's Human Skills



30 Project Team Capability



31 Project Team Sense of Mission



32 Project Team Goal Commitment



33 Project Facilities -- Adequacy



34 Project Decisions at Appropriate Level



35 Project Team Decision Involvement



36 Project Team Participation in Decision-Making



37 Project Team Participation in Major Problem-Solving



38 Project Team Participation in Setting Schedules



39 Project Team Participation in Setting Budgets



40 Project Manager's Authority to Relax Specifications



41 Project Manager's Influence in Relaxing Specifications



42 Project Manager's Authority to Authorize Overtime



43 Project Manager's Influence in Authorizing Overtime



44 Project Manager's Authority to Authorize Subcontractors



45 Project Manager's Influence in Authorizing Subcontractors



46 Project Manager's Authority to Select Team Personnel



47 Project Manager's Influence in Selecting Team Personnel



48 Project Manager's Authority to Select Subcontractors



49 Project Manager's Influence in Selecting Subcontractors



50 Project Manager's Authority to Give Merit Raises
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51 Project Manager's Influence in Giving Merit Raises 

52 Client Contact's Authority to Relax Specifications 

53 Client Contact's Influence in Relaxing Specifications 

54 Client Contact's Authority to Approve Subcontractors 

55 Client Contact's Influence in Approving Subcontractors 

56 Client Contact's Authority to Authorize Overruns 

57 Client Contact's Influence in Authorizing Overruns 

58 Degree of Parent Structure 

59 Degree of Project Structure 

60 Difference in Degree of Structure of Parent Departments 

61 Unity Between Parent Contributing Departments (R) 

62 Unity Between Project Manager and Contributing Department Manage: 

63 Unity Between Project Manager and Client Contact (R) 

64 Unity Between Project Manager and His Superior 

65 Unity Between Project Manager and Public Officials (R) 

66-75 (These items served as raw data for computing


derived variables 186-205)



76 Difficulty Defining Goals



77 Difficulty Obtaining Initial Parent Approvals



78 Difficulty Obtaining Client Funding



79 Difficulty Meeting Technical Requirements



80 Difficulty Meeting Project Schedules



81 Difficulty Staying Within Original Budget



82 Difficulty Keeping Competent Team Members



83 Difficulty Obtaining Funding to Completion



84 Difficulty Coordinating With Client Organization



85 Difficulty Coordinating With Parent Organization
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86 Difficulty Coordinating Among Team Members



87 Difficulty Freezing Design



88 Difficulty Maintaining Rapport With Parent Organization



89 Difficulty Maintaining Rapport With Client Organization



90 Difficulty Maintaining Relations With Neighbors on Site



91 Difficulty Maintaining Relations With Local Government



92 Difficulty Maintaining Relations With Public



93 Difficulty Closing-Out Project



94 Project Team Job Insecurity



95 Extent of Parent Capabilities Build-up



96 Parent Enthusiasm



97 Extent Project Organization Structure Revised



98 Extent Project Public Enthusiasm



99 Extent of Environmental Impact Controversy



100 Favorability of Media Coverage



101 Project Too Encumbered By Legal Restrictions



102 Government Red Tape Caused Delays



103 Original Cost Estimates Too Optimistic



104 Excessive Pressure From Parent Management



105 Project Was A Success



106 Public Became Too Involved



107 Too Many Government Agencies Involved



108 Too Much Politics Involved In Award 


109 "Cut Throat" Competition 

110 Volume of Paperwork Was Excessive 

ill Project Was Different Than Most 

112 Cost Estimates Intentionally Underestimated 



-- 

-- 
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113 Project Team Spirit



114 Unrealistic Schedules



115 Project Manager Had Insufficient Authority



116 This Type of Project Becoming More Complex



117 Delays In Important Decisions



118 Progress Reports Were Over-Optimistic



119 Project Members Hampered By Unrelated Assignments



120 Back-up Strategies Were Available



121 Team Members Informal Relations Supportive



122 Project Manager Had "Get-The-Job-Done" Philosophy



123 Project Was More Complex Than Initially Conveived



124 Government Over Control



125 Procedures For Change Were Inadequate



126 New Forms of Government - Industry Cooperation Needed



127 Importance to Parent -

128 Importance to Parent -

129 Importance to Parent -

130 Importance to Parent -

131 Importance to Parent -

132 Importance to Client -

133 Importance to Client -

134 Importance to Client -

Schedule



Budget



Technical Performance



Obtain Follow-on



Improve Internal Capabilities



Schedule



Budget



Technical Performance



135 Importance to Project Manager -

136 Importance to Project Manager -

137 Importance to Project Manager -

138 Importance to Project Manager 

139 Importance to Project Manager 

Schedule



Budget



Technical Performance



Obtain Follow-on



Improve Parent Capabilities
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140 Satisfaction With Outcome -- Parent 

141 Satisfaction With Outcome -- Client 

142 Satisfaction With Outcome -- End Users 

143 Satisfaction With Outcome -- Project Team 

144 Team's Satisfaction With Organization Structure 

145 Project Manager's Satisfaction With Planning and Control 


146 Technical Performance Adequacy of End Product



147 Length of Project



148 Scheduled Length of Project



149 Total Cost of Project



150 Original Total Budget



151 % Actual Cost to Budget


152 Travel Time -- Project Manager To Team 

153 Travel Time


154 Travel Time Project Manager To Client


155 Travel Time -- Project Manager To Project Site 

156 Number of Technical Team Members



157 Number of Administrative Team Members



158 Number of "Other" Team Members



159 Peak % Parent Budget Allocated To Project



160 % Project Budget Allocated To Subcontractors



161 Number of Times Project Manager Replaced



162 Parent Industry



163 Major Modification In Parent's Product Mix



164 Major Modification In Parent's Market



165 Major Modification In Parent's Manufacturing Process



166 Major Modification In Parent's Dollar R&D



167 Major Modification In Parent's R&D Direction





168 % Parent Budget to R&D 


169 Parent 5-Year Growth -

170 Parent 5-Year Growth -

171 Parent 5-Year Growth -

172 Parent 5-Year Growth -

173 Parent 5-Year Growth -

174 Total Parent Employees 
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Sales



Assets



Products



Employees



Customers



175 Total Parent Line Managers



176 Total Parent Staff Employees



177 Total Parent Dollar Sales



178* Schedule Overrun 

179* Total Project Team Personnel



180* Technical-To-Total Team Personnel (%)



181* Administrative-To-Total Team Personnel (%)



182* "Other"-To-Total Team Personnel (%)



183* Parent Line Managers To Total Personnel (W



184* Parent Staff Personnel To Total (%)



185* Parent Managers To Total Employees-(%



186* Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Parent Was


Goal Oriented



187* Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Parent Was


Socially Oriented



188* Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Parent Was



Goal Oriented



189* Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Parent Was


Socially Oriented



190* Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Client Was


Goal Oriented



191* Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Client Was


Socially Oriented
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192* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Client Was


Goal Oriented



193* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Client Was


Socially Oriented



194* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Team Was


Goal Oriented



195* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style Within Team Was


Socially Oriented



196* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Team Was


Goal Oriented



197* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style Within Team Was


Socially Oriented



198* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Parent, Was


Goal Oriented



199* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Parent, Was


Socially Oriented



200* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Parent, Was


Goal Oriented



201* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Parent, Was


Socially Oriented



202* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Client, Was


Goal Oriented



203* 	 Primary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Client, Was


Socially Oriented



204* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Client, Was


Goal Oriented



205* 	 Secondary Conflict Resolution Style, Team-Client, Was


Socially Oriented



206* 	 Multifunded Project



*These items were derived from combinations of the reported 177


items.





APPENDIX C



ITEM CORRELATION MATRIX



VAR VAR VAR VAR VAR VAR


(105-) (140) (141) (142) (143) (146)



VAR(!) 0.006 0.006 0.030 
 -0.067 -0.003 -0.069


VAR(2) -0.019 -0.028 -0.029 -0.020 -0.064 0.008


VAR(3) -0.008 -0.051 -0.039 -0.003 -0.036 0.002


VAR(4) -0.061 -0.072 -0.085* -0.035 -0.071 -0.046


VAR15) 
 0.06-5 0.017 0.016 0.012 0.060 -0.029


VAR(6) 0.023 0.017 -0.024 -0.019 0.007 -0.033


VARC7) 0.107** 0.080* 0.057 0.020 0.061 0.013


VAR(8) 0.037 0.035 0.007 -0.016 0.025 0.015


VAR(9) 0.220*** 0.235*** 0.175*** 0.137** 0.208*** 0.148***


VAR 10) 0.057 0.072 0.040 - 0.079 0.069 0.056 
VAR(11) 0.164*** 0.236*** 0.178*** 0.090 0.209*** 0.106* 

VAR(12) 0.091* 0.069 0.053 0.002 0.076 
 0.081*


VAR(13) 0.224*** 0.207*** 0.187*** 0.084 0.222*** 0.252***


VAR(14) 0.096* 0.087* 0.045 0.058 
 0.100* 0.090*


VAR(15) 0.142** 
 0.097 0.103 0.078 0.150** 0.196***


VAR(16) 0.081* 0.021 0.024 0.025 0.028 
 0.034


VAR[17) 0.035 -0.010 -0.006 0.022 0.033 
 0.070


VAR(18) 0.083* 0.122** 0.108** 0.076 0.078 0.075


VAR(19) 0.239*** 0.213*** 0.200*** 0.165*** 0.163*** 0.227***


VAR(20) 0.000 0.022 0.010 -0.019 0.039 
 -0.064


VAR(21) -0.007 -0.023, -0.063 
 -0.063 0.023 -0.035


VAR(22) 0.129** 
 0.195*** 0.141*** 0.179*** 0.166*** 0.173***


VAR(23) 0.119** 0.148*** 0.113** 0.103* 0.098* 0.111**


VAR(24) 0.118** 0.098* 0.084* 0.050 0.071 
 0.081*


VAR(25) 
 0.033 0.052 0.041 0.083 0.029 0.063


VAR(26) 0.046 0.004 -0.019 -0.005 -0.003 
 0.012


VAR(27) 0.283*** 0.279*** 0.261*1* 0.210*** 0.232*** 0.296***


VAR(28) 0.236*** 0.310*** 0.259*** 0.200*** 0.230*** 0.195***


VAR(29) 
 0.253*** 0.304*** 0.258*** 0.228*** 0.288*** 0.170***


VAR(30) 0.342*** 0.327*** 0.310*** 0.285*** 0.370*** 0.314***


VAR(31) 0.406*** 0.413*** 0.376*** 0.323*** 0.458*** 0.336**t


VAR(32) 0.347*** 0.369*** 0.315*** 0.271*** 0.413*** 0.304***


VAR(33)- 0.174*** 0.164*** 0.110** 0.097* 0.142*** 0.149**


VAR(34) 0.183*** 0.202*** 0.206*** 0.159*** 0.190*** 0.176***


VAR(35) 0.177*** 0.134*** 0.144*** 0.172*** 0.171*** 0.121"*


VAR(36) 0.266*** 
0.271*** 0.238*** 0.214*** 0.257*** 0.163***


VAR(37) 0.282*** 0.230*** 0.246*** 0.208*** 0.242*** 0.160***


VAR(38) 0.i25** 0.104* 0.119** 0.110* 0.137*** 0.082*


VAR(39) 0.134*** 0.154*** 0.153*** 0.155*** 0.183*** 0.137***


VAR(40) 0.070 0.054 0.054 0.015 0.077 
 0.075


VAR(41) 0.169*** 0.156*** 0.105* 0.072 0.141*** 0.139***


VAR(42) 
 0.074 0.100* 0.041 0.106* 0.046 0.097*


VAR(43) 0.182*** 0.162*** 0.114** 0.148*** 0.183*** 0.212***


VAR(44) 0.089* 0.054 0.081 0.131** 0.103* 0.124**


VAR{45) 0.201*** 0.142** 0.172*** 0.185*1* 0.169*** 0.180**


VAR(46) 0.126** 0.141*** 0.144*** 0.111* 0.153*** 0.117**


VAR(47) 0.220*** 0.219*** 0.179*** 0.149*** 0.203*** 0.178**


VAR(48) 0.070 0.045 
 0.059 0.070 0.043 0.167***


VAR149) 0.195*** 0.146,*** 0.173*1* 0.185*** 0.131** 0.237***


VAR(50) 0.021 0.081 0.079 0.108* 0.080 
 0.023



*p<.0 5 **pc.Ol ***p<. 0 0 1
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VAR[51) 

VAR(52) 

VAR(53) 

VAR(54) 

VAR(55) 

VAR(56) 

VAR(57) 

VAR(58) 

VAR( 59) 

VAR(60) 

VAR(61) 

VAR(62) 

VAR(63) 

VAR(64) 

VAR(65) 

VAR[76) 

VAR(77) 

VAR 78) 

VAR( 792 

VAR 80) 

VAR 81) 

VAR( 82) 

VAR(83) 

VAR( 84) 

VAR(85) 

VAR(86) 

VAR(87) 

VARf88) 

VAR( 89) 

VAR(90) 

VAR9[) 

VAR(92) 

VAR(93) 

VAR(94) 

VAR(95) 

VAR(96) 

VAR(97) 

VAR(98) 

VAR(99) 

VAR(100) 

VARCIOl) 

VAP(102) 

VAR(103) 

VAR(104) 

VAR(105) 
 
VARI106) 

VAR(107) 

VAR(108) 

VAR(IO9) 

VAR(IIO) 


VAR 

(105) 


0.156*** 

0.074 


-0.012 

-0.070 

-0.031 

0.043 

0.097* 
 

-0.131** 

-0.095* 

0.012 


-0.305*** 

-0.313*** 

-0.309*** 

-0.262*** 

-0.309*** 

-0.207*** 

-0.039 

-0.056 

--. 189*** 
 
-0.336*** 

-0.311*** 

-0.244*** 

-0.327*** 

-0.301*** 

-0.178*** 

-0.252*** 

-0.247*** 

-0.274*** 

-0.294*** 

-0.104* 

-0.102** 

-0.040 
 
-0.278*** 

-0.208*** 

0.261*** 

0.297*** 


-0.134*** 

0.181*** 


-0.074 
 
0.254*** 


-0.223*** 

-0.153*** 

-0.346*** 

-0.142*** 

1.000 


-0.155** 

-0.221*** 

-0.244*** 

-0.118** 

-0.142**t 


VAR VAR VAR 
 VAR VAR


(140) (141) (142) (143)
 (146)



0.209*** 0.172*** 0.175*** 0.197*** 
 0.099*
 
0.069 0.073 0.075 0.044
 0.065
 
0.002 0.068 0.062
 -0.002 0.035
 

-0.072 
 -0.081 -0.030 -0.114* -0.045
 
-0.030 -0.009 -0.016
 -0.086 -0.063
 
0.047 0.049 
 -0.003 0.018 0.058
 
0.068 0.098* 0.075 -0.0i1
 0.079
 

-0.084* -0.075 -0.046
 -0.092* -0.025 
-0.089* -0.064 
 -0.069 -0.075 -0.111**

-0.034 -0.001 0.006
 -0.025 0.002
 
-0.309***-0.277***-0.228***-0.3j5***-0.255***
 
-0.317***-0.272***-0.287***-0.349*** -0.2i0***
 
-0.340***-0.382***-0.297***-0.320***-0.257***


-0.343***-0.215***-0.144***-0.277***-0.146***


-0.348***-0.292***-0.249***-0.299*** -0.248***
 
-0.185***-0.205***-0.167***-0.177***-0. 
 o***


-0.062 
 0.003 -0.060 -0.033 -0.097*
 
-0.081 -0.061 -0.031 -0.[J[** -0.124**


-0.197***-0.199**-0.184***-0.15l***-0.204***


-0.368***-0.307***-0.224***-0.300***-0.201***


-0.381***-0.309***-0.206***-0.304***-0.164**


-0.256"**-0.219***-0.167***-0.254 **-0.158,**

-0.330***-0.262***-0.162***-0.311***-0.273***


-0.324***-0.354***-0.333***-0.337*** -0.205***
 
-0.232***-0.171***-0.14***-0.230***-0.143***


-0.242***-0.237***-0.216***-0.317*** -0.097*


-0.255***-0.267***-0.219***-0.240***-0.149***


-0.295***-0.199***-0.216**-0.287***-0.196***


-0.352***-0.396***-0.345***-0.353*** -0.204***
 
-0o.111* -0.109* -0.178***-0.124** -0.078
 
-0.116** 
 -0.109** -0.127** 
-0.065 -0.051


-0.053 -0.055 -0.222***-0.006 -0.055
 
-0.268***-0.241***-0.229***-0.231***-0.130**


-0.232***-0.184***-0.183**-0.199***-0.113**


C.228**' 
 0.197*** 0.152'** 0.205*** 0.162***
 
0.386*** 
 0.225*** 0.233*** 0.322*** 
0.244***
 

-0.136***--0.168***-0.079 
 -0.176*** -0.094*
 
0.140** 0.128* 
 0.158**
 0.127* 0.194***
 

-0.099* -0.114* -0.166***-0.143** -0.060


0.225*** 
0.206*** 0.208*** 0.236*** 
 0.196***
 

-0.198***-0.158***-0.13r** -0.205*** -0.112**
 
-0.144** -0.158***-0.175***-0.203***-0.120**


-0.337***-0.260***-0.143** -0.283***-0.165***


-0.122** -0.122** -0.110* 
 -0.112** 
 -0.061
 
0.654*** 0.6.11*** 0.518*** 0.646*** 
0.559***
 

-0.142** -0.150** -0.110* 
 -0.163***-0.159**


-0.208***-0.180***-0.182***-0.213***-0.128**


-0.166***-0.150** -0.135** 
-0.181***-0.203***


-0.118* -0.059 0.010 
 -0.114*
 -0.011
 
-0.112** -0.127** -0.086 
 -0.141***-0.103*
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VAR VAR VAR VAR 
 VAR VAR


(105) (140) [141) (142) (143) (146)



VAR(111) -0.124** -0.167***-0.186***-0.110* 
 -0.L79***-0.082*


VAR(112) -0. 242*-0.238***-0.244***-0.153***-0.232*_0.116**

VAR(113) -0.371*** -0.361***-0.322***-0.267***-0.407***-0.230***


VAR(114) -0.296** -0.289"'*-0.260***-0.158***-0.265***-0.170***


VAR(115) 
 -0.271**-0.279 **-0.232**-0.-98,**-0.280,*,_0.207**

VAR(116) -0.062 -0.082* -0.037 
 -0.051 -0.051 -0.001

VAR(I17) -0.279*** -0.283***0.283***-0.192***-0.320***-0.212***


VAR(118) -0.283***-0.312***-0.260***-0.216***-0.271***-0.208***


VAR(1i9) -0.156***-0.130** 
 -0.091* -0.119** -0.163***-0.173***

VAP(120) 0.332*** 0.327*** 
 0.320*** 0.305*4* 0.299*** 0.2614*4

VAR(121) 0.349*4* 
 0.313*** 0.247*** 0.2524*4 0.349*** 0.259***
VAR[122) 0.258** 0.286*** 
 0.285*4* 0.234*** 0.283*** 0.2384*4

VAR(123) -0.192***-0.187***-0.167***-0.077 
 -0.166***-0.145***


VAP( 124) -0.189***-0.144** -0.166***-0.176***-0.164***-0.104*


VAR( 125) -0.275*** -0.262**4-0.278***-0.261***--0.263**4-0.2274*4


VAR(126) -0.207***-0.152** 
 -0.142* -0.1694* -0.175**4-0.116*

VAR( 127) 0.144*4* 0.210*4* 
0.178*** 0.166*4* 0.214*4* 
 0.208*4*.
VAR(18) 
 0.081* 0.072 0.123* 0.085 0.071 0.139***


VAR( 129) 0.1884** 0.226*** 
0.210*4* 0.186*4* 0.223*4* 
 0.263*4*
VAR( 130) 
 0.048 0.098* 0.093* 0.153*4* 0.019 0.069

VAR(131) 0.1314* 0.162*** 
 0.136*4 0.161*** 0.122*4 0.079

VAR( 132) 0.105** 0.161*** 
 0.150** 0.200*4* 0.204*4* 0.215*4*

VAR 133) 0.112*4 0.120** 0.1.06*4 
 0.108* 0.073 0.102*
VAR(134) 0.1344* 
 0.190*4* 0.2184*4 0.217*4* 0.2044*4 0.249*4*
VAR( 1353 0.179*4* 0.265*4* 0.237K**
 0.214*4* 0.276** 0.2434*4


VAR( 136) 0.139*4* 
 0.153*4* 0.174*4* 0.198*4* 0.127** 0.1674*4

VAR( 137) 0.187*** 
0.225*4* 0.255*** 0.2404*4 0.253*** 0.267***

VAR(138) 0.1174* 0.144*4* 0.142*** 0.204*** 0.108* 
 0.109*
VAR(139) 
 0.130* 0.182*4* 0.1524** 0.146*44 0.1674** 0.083*
VAR(140) 0.6544*** 1.000 
 0.7514** 0.5544** 0.738*4* 0.460***


VAR(141) 
 0.6114*4 0.751** 1.000 0.676**4 0.676*4* 
 0.497*4*
VAR(142) 0.5184** 0.554*** 0.676*** 1.000 
 0.5734** 0.523**4

VAR(143) 0.646*** 0.738*4* 
 0.676*4* 0.573*4 1.000 
 0.502***
VAR(144) 0.2934* 0.348*4* 
0.324*4* 0.302*4* 0.3734** 
 0.236*4*
VAR(145) 
 0.314*** 0.356*4* ,0.3234** 0.297*4* 0.327*4* 0.2954*4

VAR(146) 0.559*4* 0.460*** 
0.497#** 0.523*4* 0.502=* 
 1.000
VAR(147) -0.029 -0.093* -0.1164* -0.018 
 -0.050 -0.029

VAR(148) 0.038 
 -0.039 -0.061 -0.020 -0.028 
 -0.012

VAR(149) 0.054 -0.063
-0.026 -0.029 0.031 0.059

VAR(150) 0.068 
 0.004 -0.056 -0.037 0.049 
 0.075
VAR(151) -0.144*4-0.1264* 
 -0.106* -0.101* -0.099* 
 -0.104*

VAR( 152) 0.023 -0.006 -0.028 
 -0.055 0.025 -0.023

VAR( 153) 
 -0.022 -0.002 0.021 0.015 
 0.016 -0.053
VAR(154) 0.004 0.023
0.009 0.049 0.004 -0.028

VAR155) -0.028 -0.014 -0.026 0.013 
 -0.037
 -0.057

VARC156) -0.010 -0.021
0.006 0.031 0.020 0.007


VAR157) -0.015 -0.001 -0.013 0.022 
 0.024
 0.011

VAR 158) 0.048 0.009 0.028 0.070 
 0.036 0.076
VAR 159) 0.025 --0.062 -0.027 0.042 -0.030 0.029

VAP(160) 
 0.026 -0.022 -0.058 0.020 
 -0.029 0.045
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VAR VAR 
 VAR VAR 
 VAR VAR

(105) (140) 
 (141) (142) (143) (146)



VAR(161) -0.106** -0.105* 
 -0.1124* 0.000 -0.096* -0.029


VAR(162) 0.051 0.090* 0.043 
 -0.010 0.102* 0.011

VAR(163) 0.006 
 0.075 0.078 0.051 0.012 0.014

VAR(164) 0.092* 0.166*** 0.091* 0.044 
 0.081 0.075


VAR(165) 0.075 0.097* 0.096* 
 0.091 0.015 0.066

VAR(166) -0.026 
 0.087 0.026 0.013 0.020 -0.004


VAR(167) 0.056 
 0.116** 0.054 
 0.035 0.057 0.066

VAR(168) 
 0.054 0.102 0.056 0.132* 0.072 0.087

VAR(1691 0.064 
 0.041 0.010 
 -0.034 0.059 0.108*


VAR(170) 0.075 0.065 0.014 
 0.026 0.099 0.121

VAR(171) -0.034 
 0.028 -0.001 0.041 -0.013 0.042


VAR( 172) -0.025 002e 
 0.032 0.030 -0.003 0.040

VAR(173) 
 0.042 -0.039 0.024 -0.072 
 0.002 0.143*

VAR(174) 0.071 0.074 
 0.070 0.046 0.086 -0.011


VAR(175) 0.,040 0.051 0.036 
 0.042 0.039 -0.039


VAR(176) -0.021 -0.055 
 -0.062 0.016 -0.018 -0.139*


VAR( 177) 0.126* 0.080 
 0.090 -0.045 0.059 0.046


VAR(178) -0.249***-0.253***-0.223***-0.164***_0.213***0.124**


VAR( 179) 0.042 0.048 0.013 
 0.065
 0.054 0.059


VAR(180) 0.074 0.019 -0.001 
 0.045 0.016 0.038

VAR(181) -0.102* 0.012 -0.036 
 -0.039
 -0.014 -0.089

VAR(182) -0.022 -0.025 
 0.019 -0.024 -0.008 0.007


VAR(183) 0.064 -0.067 -0.063 
 -0.051 -0.072 0.022


VAR(184) 
 0.027 0.002 -0.009 -0.014 0.040 0.021


VAR( 185) 0.053 -0.042 -0.048 -0.070 0.001 0.025

VAR(186) 0.053 0.021 0.066 
 -0.009 -0.013 0.056


VAR( 187) 
 0.017 0.012 0.051 0.099* 0.082* 0.051


VAR(188) -0.001 
 0.023 0.067 0.064 0.-018 -0.011

VAR(189) 0.043 0.035 0.028 
 0.048 0.001 -0.003


VAR( 190) 
 -0.003 -0.011 -0.026 -0.044 -0.010 0.009

VAR( 191) 0.104* 0.082 0.077 
 0.101* 0.088* 0.045


VAR(192) -0.007 0.042 0.054 
 0.023 0.006 0.020

VAR(193) -0.074 -0.053 
 -0.068 -0.088 -0.014 -0.017


VAR(194) 0.028 -0.001 0.001 
 -0.042 -0.008 0.028


VARC195) 
 -0.007 0.060 0.022 0.032 
 0.063 0.007

VAR( 196) 0.034 0.055 0.035 
 0.017 0.062 0.003


VAR(197) -0.013 -0.035 -0.023 
 -0.071
 -0.051 -- 0.047


VAR(198) 0.015 
 0.006 0.013 -0.01i 0.008
 -0.017


VAR( 199) 0.036 0.065 0.048 
 0.118** 0.076 0.054


VAR(200) 
 0.027 0.021 0.082 0.075 
 0.066 0.082

VAR(201) 0.017 0.016 
 0.008 -0.032 
 -0.064 -0.049


VAP(202) -0.036 -0.060 -0.060 
 -0.084 -0.062 -0.032

VAR(203) 
 0.010 0.030 0.010 0.027 0.044 
 0.023

VAR(204) 0.029 -0.063 
 -0.079 -0.059 
 -0.025 0.013


VAR(205) -0.018 0.019 0.077 
 0.050 0.057 0.076


VAR(206) -0.029 -0.058 -0.045 
 -0.035
 -0.026 
 0.059





APPENDIX D



FACTOR LISTING



1 Coordination and Relations*



2 Legal Political Environment



3 Project Manager's Authority and Influence



4 Strategic Change in Parent



5 Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus



6 Parent 5-Year Growth (R)*



7 Task (vs. Social) Orientation -- Primary



8 Size of Project



9 Systems Approaches



10 Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty



11 Bureaucracy



12 Client Contact's Authority and Influence



13 Internal Criteria



14 Size of Project Team



15 Social (vs. Task) Orientation -- Secondary



16 Private (vs. Public) Project



17 Perceived Success of Project (R)



18 Project Manager's Spatial Distance



19 Public Relations Environment*



20 Parent Size



21 Project Team Decision Participation (R)
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22 Initial Over-optimism and Conceptual Difficulty* 

23 Success Criteria Clarity and Concensus* 

24 Parent Size* 

25 Parent 5-Year Growth 

26 Private (vs. Public) Project* 

27 Public Relations Environment 

28 Bureaucracy* 

29 Strategic Change in Parent (R)* 

30 Internal Criteria* 

31 Competitive and Budgetary Pressure 

32 Ease of Coordination 

33 Project Manager's Spatial Distance* 

34 Difficulty Coordinating With Client 

35 Undefined* 

36 Project Uniqueness, Importance and Public Exposure (R) 

37 Legal Political Environment* 

38 Undefined* 

39 Start-up Difficulties (R) 

40 Perceived Project Complexity (R) 

41 Buy-in Strategy (R) 

42 Coordination and Relations 

43 Project Manager's Authority and Influence* 

44 Task (vs. Social) Orientation* 

45 Control Techniques* 

46 Client Contact's Authority and Influence* 

47 Size of Project Team (R)* 

48 Undefined* 
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49 Networking Techniques



50 Perceived Success of Project*



51 Size of Project*



52 Cost and Schedule Overrun



53 Adequacy of Project Structure and Control



54 Internal Capabilities Buildup (R)



*As explained in Section 4.3, 
 these factors are redundant and


were not included in further analysis.
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